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Sign here:
Students take a moment to
sign ;0 earn destined for Beirut,
where
Boise native
John
Thrner is being held captive.
The State Department
will
deliver
the messages,
bu t
doubt they will reach 'Iurner,

SBOE reworking fee structure
by Perry Waddell

The University News

1\Voproposal; io chlirii~ th~fiitari"
cing and structure of higher education in Idaho may surface this year
in the legislature.Onewouldredefine
"tuition" and the other would split
the State Board of Education into
two separate boards: one for public
education,
the other for higher
education,
This would open the door for a
chancellorship system to be established over Idaho's universities. Neither
proposal is new; previous sessions
have seen much controversy
and
debate over the propositions.
The SBOE has developed another
definition of tuition; and is workingon definitions for fees and ether student costs, SBOE member Roberta
Fields said.
Last year, a bill was passed defining tuition as the "cost of instruction." A bill that would have permitted universities in Idaho to charge
residents tuition. not to exceed 25 percent of the cost of education failed
in the house.
Currently, student fees are approximately 20 percent of the cost of
education.
.
SBOE member Dennis E. Wheeler
told 'the Joint Finance and Appropriations
Committee he thought
students should be paying a higher
percentage of the cost; maybe33 percent instead of20percent.
Wheeler

said that is his personal feeling, not
SBOE policy.
He said that.Jnorder to-maintain
the quality educaiionthafstiJefents
are receiving, they will have to pay
more.
Rep,
Michael
Simpson
(RBlackfoot) said the tuition bill last
year "would have kept down what he
(Wheeler) was proposing," and said
it would have been wise to pass it last
year. Opponents
of the bill said it
would have allowed the state to
charge tuition in addition to current
fees.
The SBOE 1985 Statewide Plan for
Higher Education
said that Idaho
has "one of the fastest increasing student fee schedules in the nation." It
went on to say that Idaho should ensure stable and predictable student
fees competitive with those of comparable
'Western
institutions,
"thereby reducing financial barriers
for students."
. Another
proposal
"well within
reach" is the SBOE split, Sen. Karl
Brooks (D-Boise) said. One board
would deal with public schools at the
elementary and intermediate
levels
while the other would deal solely
with higher education.
Rep. Janet Hay (R-Nampa) is currently working on a bill to split the
SBOE and would carry it in the
house. "If there appears to be enough
support; we will introduce it," she
said.
The two boards's make-up would

be different. The powers and .sluties
of the SBOE members would remain
the s~me,onlythey
would be ableto
specialize,. Hay. said;
" .. ...i c
Hay said that, if the chancellorship
system were passed, the executive
director of higher education would
become a chancellor, and would then
be the executive officer for the entire
university system.
The major difference between the
current
colleges-and-universities
system and the chancellorship would
be that the university presidency
would report to the chancellor who
would then report to the SBOE, Hay
said.
Simpson said the benefit of the
chancellorship
system is that it
prevents competition
for programs
and monies, allowing each university to develop its own strengths.
Rep.
Steve
Herndon
(DSandpoint) said that, while he is open
to the
split-SBOE
idea,
the
chancellorship
is a "waste of time
and money."
Rep. John Sessions (R-Driggs) also
opposes the chancellorship idea. "It
creates another level of bureaucracy,"
he said.
ASBSULobbyist
David Dahle said
he is supporting
the split and the
chancellorship system, and hopes the
SBOE split will pass this legislative
session.
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and a student opinion poll on
three proposed fee increases will
be on the Feb. 11 and 12 ASBSU
special election ballot.
Executive
Assistant
to the
ASBSU President Steve Hippler
composed
a rough draft, and
equal parties representing
the
ASBSU Senate, Judiciary and Executive branch, as well as students
at large,
revised
it during
Christmas break, Hippler said.
This document
is specific
enough to outline duties, but
general enough to change with the
times, Hippler said. It is a "much
better document that will stand
the test of time," he said.
The three proposed
fee increases are a 50-cent-per-semester
increase for the BSU Child Care
Center, a $1 increase per semester
for the Outdoor Adventure Program and a $9-per-semester
increase for the Student
Health
Care. Center.
The Child Care Center asked
for a student fee increase in order
to erase pastdebts, avoid raising
their fees and expand in the
future, Hippler said.
The OAP is asking 'for an increase to' enable the program to
offer classes free of charge which

Several Faculty Senate members
questioned the effects of the proposed amendment.
.
Health Sciences Sen. Faith PeterThe Faculty Senate passed a proson said she was uncomfortablewith
posed policy. amendment on Jan. 27
the amendment for two reasons; first,
to allow students the chance to repeat
repeat students wili be in direct COm~
courses regardless of the previous
grade. In the past, students could on-: . petition for course openings with'
Iy repeat a class to improve a grade . students who would be taking the
of D or F. The amendment needs the class for the first time. In crowded
courses," an academic
bottleneck
signature of BSU President John
might be created by repeat students.
Keiser to become policy.
Possibly, repeat students
could
According to Faculty Senate Chair
prevent other students from advancUrsula Kettlewell, the academic staning into their next year of study.
dards committee
introduced
the
Some students could be denied the
policy amendment
to address what
chance to attend a course, while
was perceived as an unfair distincrepeat students, already holding passtion. The existing policy allows D and
ing grades for the course, enjoyed a
F students the option of repeating a
second chance.
course to improve a grade but denies
.r~esecond
point of •co~cern .
- that option to Cand B students.
by Grant
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Special election set
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currently
cost $40 each, OAP
Director. R"lndyMiUer said.
In a study done bY-OAF; 244
students
asked if1heYwould
take an OAP course at the current
$40 fee. While 54.5 percent said
they would, 91.8 nercentsaid they
would take a course if there was
no charge.
Miller said for students
to
benefit from the fee increase, they
would have to either take one class
a year, go on a trip or stay. at the
program's camp near Cascade 10
times over a five-year period.
The Health Center needs theproposed $9 increase in order to
continue offering free medical services to students, ASBSU President John Hetherington
said.
BSU Vice President of Student
Affairs Dr. David Taylor sent the
proposal for the $9 fee increase to
BSU President John Keiser, Hippler said.
The election is an opinion poll
for the fee increases,'
and •.
regardless of the outcome, the
proposed Increases will be Keiser's
responsibility, Hippler said.
Keiser holds the power to
change all activities fees except
athletics, Hetherington
said. A
public hearing will be held for
each proposed
increase so the

were

See, Election, page 3.
outlined by Peterson addressed the
cushioning effect of the repeat policy.
According to Peterson, students may
not be motivated to do their best
knowing they have a second chance.
An existing drawback of the repeat
policy that students should be aware
of is that many graduate schools consider both grades in computing the
GPA. At BSU only the second grade
of a course which has been repeated
is considered in computing the GPA.
A student with aBSUGPA
of
4.00, bolstered through the repeat
policy. may find., in applying to
graduate school,' his GPAhas been
shaved to fit the policy of that institution. Before spending
time and
money
a repeat grade, students
may want to check the- grading

on
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,For your,
information:

'

Psychiatrist

and

.For more information, contact the
BSUCounseling and 1l:sting Center,
385-1602.
.

Student Residential

Life is currently accepting applicaeducator William Glasser, who tion for summer employment for the
established Reality Therapy and Con" following
positions:
painters,
trol Theory Psychology, will present groundskeepers,conference aids, resia day-long seminar at BSU on Feb. dent advisors, housekeeping aides,
11. The event, sponsored by BSU's housekeeping
supervisor
and
Counseling and 1l:sting Center, will housekeeping assistant supervisor.
be from 9 a.m.-4 p.m, in the SUB's
All applicants must be full-time
Big Four Room.
students with a minimum cumulative
Registration for the seminar is $40. GPA of 2.0. Applications may be obTickets will also be available at the tained at Room 110 of the Addoor for $40. A special group rate of ministration Building and returned
$25 per person is available for groups no later than Feb. 27.. For more
of 10 or more registrants from tile infQ.rmation, call SRL at 385-3986.
same .Institution. Make checks
payable and mail to: BSU Counseling and 1l:sting Center, 1910University Drive, Boise, 10 83725.
Glasser, president and founder of
the Institute for Reality Therapy in
Los Angeles and author of the book
"Reality Therapy," teaches the concept that people are responsible for
_.what they do and that all human
behavior stems from biological and
psychological needs built into their
genetic structure.
This theory, according to Glasser,
. espouses the belief that human
behavior is generated from within
and none of it comes from outside
influences. Glasser's theory is in
sharp contrast to Stimulus-Response
psychology.

the most out of an advertising dollar
and how to conduct low-cost
marketing research.
.
The·seminar. will be held both
evenings in room 102-B ofthe BSU
Business Building. The fee is $65 and
advanced registration is required.
For more information, call Mary
.Smith in the College of Business at
385-1125:
. .

A BSU,financial aid

cost $25. Time will be spent covering topics such as managing. food
choices, lowering calories. increasing
awareness and more.
.
10 celebrate that February is Heart. ,
Month, the group will also sponsor
a blood pressure, height and. weight
screening on Feb. 11from 11:30 a.m,
to 1:30 p.m, in the Business Building
lobby. For more information, call
Phyllis' .Sawyer, health promotion
direcior,at385-3364.

Cancer

education

help session will be held at the. BSU
Canyon County Division Feb. 12.at . workshops for BSU employees will
5:30 p.m, The division is located at be held over the next two weeks in the
..
~
2407 Caldwell Blvd. near. Karcher SUB.
The 50-minute workshops will
Mall.
The 45-minute session will include focus on how one can take control of
information about types of financial
his own health by learningthe~essenaid available and help with com- tial steps necessary for protection
pleting application forms.
against cancer.
titled "Guerilla Marketing> A NoFinancial aid forms are also
Nutrition
and colon 'cancer
Nonsen~~ ~pproach to Marketing
workshops wil be held in the Nez
Success, will be.held Feb.,17 and 24, .available at the financial aid office
Perce room on Feb. 11 at 10:40a.m.,
. from 7:10 p.m, m the BS.U College in room 117 of the Administration
Feb. 12 at 2:40 p.rn., Feb. 13 at 12
o.f Bustness, as part of Its Profes- . building. For more information,
phone 385-1664. .
noon.
sional Development Program.' .
Skin cancer
and smoking
The: ~ourse, led by Douglas Lin-~
..
workshops will be held on Feb. 18,
c?ln, ISmte~ded for anyone r~spon10:40 a.m. in the Nez Perce room,
SIble fo.rde~lgn a~d/or :xecutlOn of
~
Feb. 19, 2:40 p.m, in the Big Four
ma~ketmg in their parllcula.r s~all
"
4
Room, and Feb. 20 at noon in the
bustnes~ or.non-profit orga.mzatlOn.
T~e obJecllves are to. J?rovlde th?se
classes Nez Perce Room.
Please call the personnel departwithout formal marketmg educatIOn sponsored by the BSU Human Perment at 385-1616to schedule an atthe knowledge necessary to be
formance and Wellness Alliance will
tendance time. Relea~e times have
successful.
.
begin Feb.16 at 5 p.m. in room 220
been approved
for all BSU
Students wI~1learn how to keep of the Old Gym.
employees.
customers conung back, how to steal
,The classes will last 10 weeks and
competitors' customers, how to get

A marketing seminar

Weight control
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Mtg()~nto ~ffectfortw.o¥~,
:> S~tt s!\id~e.stiUneeds to ,do
a lot ()~fulldng:fotthe'chanqel1orship'proposal.He
has,potential
sppnsorsllutthej do not perceive'
enpugllsuPI.'0rt in the legislature
go ahead with itjustyet.
.. The potential sponsors want to
draft.thebill and then lobby for
support Jor nextyear.
.
In other business, ASBSU
President John .Hetherington told
the senate thefaculty .evaluations
shj)uld be out by mid-semester so
students could use them
the
summer andfllllsemesters ..
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Professor
discovers
perfect
love potion
Who: Everyone' 19 and
What: BSU Night
When: Every Thursday

over
Night'

8 p.m. til closing
Where: Club
Why:
With:

BSU Continuing

~

To Fight Inflation
Well Drinks $1.75
64 oz. Pitcher Draft Beer $4.00
SPECIAL 4 Liquor Drinks $2.50
112 Liter Specialty Drinks $2.75
Dancing Mon.-Sat. 9-Closing

Art Study Tour
Seattle, Victoria, B.C.
March 21 - 28

$499 with 2 credits
Sign Up, Now!

Food and Drink Specials Mat- Sat.
No Cover Charge.

Across Fran from BSUon Capitol Blvd.
336 - 7745

Your Personalized
Package Special
8 Sessions $20J~O

1400 Broadway

Education

385-3295
BSU Continuing

343·8999

...,.'

Ed.: A Ser~ice to 'Idaho

After 23 years of
research, Dr. Rufus
T. Valentine, noted
romanceologist, has
discovered the perfect
love potion.
Said Dr. Valentine,
'The FTD® Sweetheart 1M Bouquet is a
perfect combination of
flowers and a heartshaped potpourri in a
ceramic powder jar.
Lab studies have
shown it to have a
powerful, romantic
effect on both sender
and recipient.
"However;' Dr. Valentine warns, "the effect
seems to peak around
February 14. And you
must make sure to go
to an FTD Florist
OthelWise;' he added,
"you may find yourself
spending Valentine's
Day alone in a most
unromantic place-the
lib~ary:'
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New ASBSU constitution
. editorial
.
voter education
and ensure that students know exactly what they are ratifying, have elected to run this
We, the
staff of....The University• N ews,.; In or d er to promote
.
.
constitution exactly as It was g/Vf.~nus in all matters of form, style and grammar.
Iy posted. (10) Senators shall be subject to
PREAMBLE
removal
from office
by recall
or
We, the students of Boise State Univerimpeachment.
sity, in order to provide for .the organized
conduct of student affairs, to promote the
ARTICLE III
educational, social, and cultural actlvhies
: Section. I. The executive power of the
of t~e Students of Boise State University,
ASBSU
shall
be vested in a President of the
to finance student activities, Iacllitate stuASBSU. He shall hold his office during the
dent participation, and act as the official
term of one year and together with the
voice of the Students of Boise State UniverVice-President, chosen for the same term
sity, do hereby ordain and establish this
on the same ticket, shall be elected by It
Constitution for the Associated Students of
plurality
of the membership of the ASBSU.
Boise State University.
Section. 2. In case of the removal of the
ARTICLE I
President from office, his death, resignaSection. I. We, the Associated Students
tion, or inability to' discharge the powers
under this Constitution, shall be known as
and duties of the said office, the same shall
the Associated Students of Boise State
devolve on the Vice-Plesident.
Should
University hereafter referred to as the
vacancies
occur in both the offices of PresiASBSU.
dent and Vice-President, the President Pro
Section. 2. All full-fee paying students of
tempore of the .Senate shall then act as
the University shall be members of the
President.
ASBSU with all the rights, privileges and
Section. 3. (I) The President shall adresponsibilities in any activity to which the
minister the affairs of the Associated
authority of this Constitution extends,
Students and shall be charged with exSection. 3. All officers of the ASBSU,
eeutingalllaws
and rules adopted by the
elected and appointed, must be full-fee payASBSU. (2) The President shall be the chief
ing students of the ASBSU, and must maindiplomat
and
shall
develop and maintain
tain-a cumulative grade point average of
relations with the University administra2.2S on a 4.0 grading scale.
tion, the local, state, and federal governARTICLE II
ments, other student associations and all
Section. I. All legislative powers herein
other cntlties which shall affect the general
granted shall be vested in a Senate of the
welfare of the ASBSU. (3) The President
ASDSU.
shall submit a budget for the ASBSU to the
Section. 2. The membership
of the
Senate for approval each year and shall adSenate shall consist of one Senator from
minister the budget once approved by the
each of the colleges and schools of the
ASBSU Senate.
University. To be eligible to represent a col(4)
The President may enter into agreement
lege or school, or to continue to represent
with other entities for the general welfare
a college or school, it is required that such
of the ASBSU.
All legally-binding
a senator be enrolled in the college or
agreements to which. the President shall
school he represents. The membership shall
enter into shall be approved by a majority
- also include a number of Senators represenvote of the Senate; with the exception of
ting students-at-large which shall be one for
any financial agreement within the auspices
everyone thousand full-fee paying students
of the executive powers outlined herein. (5)
enrolled at Boise State University, based on
The President
shall make any order
the previous semester's full-fcc paying stunecessary for the legal operation of the exdent enrollment.
ecutive
branch,
which shall be made
Section. 3. The Vice-President of the
available to the ASBSU, and shall direct
ASBSU shall be the President ofthe Senate,
any person or' entity responsible to the exbut shall have no vote, unless the Senate is
ecutive branch to perform any legal task,
equally divided or to make or break a twowithin its scope, that is necessary for the
thirds majority. In the absence of the Vicegeneral welfare or the ASDSU. (6) The
President, or when he shall exercise the ofPresident shall establish such executive
fice of the President of the ASBSU, the
commillecs
as necessary to serve the
Sen ale President Pro tempore shall act as
general welfare of the ASBSU. (7) The
Presidenl of the Senate.
President shall have the sale power to make
Seclion. 4. (1) The Senate shall approvC
all appoinlments
to ASBSU offices and
by majority
vote, any presidential
committees \",ith the exception of any ofappointee. (2) 11,e Senate shall initiate and
fice whose membership is determined by
approve all by-!a"', student regulations, student
election. (8) The President shall have the.
code, ScnaIc intcma1 and opnUing roles and all
sale power to fill any vacancy in elective
olher legislation as may'be necessary for the
or appointed office for the remainder of
general welfare of the ASBSU. (3) The
the term of the said vacatcd office. (9) DurSen ale shall have lhe sole power of iming times in which the Senate is in recess,
peachment.
(4) The Senate. shall have
the President may fill any vacancy, by aplegislative authority over all ASBSU funds
pointment. without the advise and consent
through the approval of a budget and the
of Ihe Senate until such time when the
controlling of all Senate accounts and the
Senate has reconvened; said appointment
rescrve funds of the ASBSU. (S) The Senate
shallihen be subject to the advice and conshall establish aud determine the functions
sent of the Senate. (10) The President may
of all ASBSU commillees and boards, with
dismiss, with stated cause, any ASBSU ofthe exception of any executive committee
ficial with the exception of elected officials,
designaled by. the President of the ASBSU.
mcmbers of Ihc Judiciary or officials
(6)'The Senate shall set the time, date and
whose office, in normal occasions, is fill·place of all senate meetings and may «Ill
cd by election. (II) The President shall be
;special sessions of the Senate with a twoempowered to approve or velo all Senate
thirds majority vote. A majority of the curlegislation, as established within this Conrent Senale membership shall be necessary
stitution, and shall have the power to 'veto
for a quorum to conduct business. (7) Every
in part or whole any legislation of a finanBill which has passed the Senate, shall,
'Cial nature. (12) The President shall call
.before it becomes a law, be submilled to thc
special "sessions of the Semite when
President of the ASBSU. If he approves, he
necessary to. protect and maintain .the'
shall sign it, but if not, he shall return it
general welfare of the ASBS(J. (13) The
with his objections to the Senate within
President shall be a non-voting ex officio
seven school days of its passage. The Senate
member of all ASBSU commillees. (14)
may overrule the. objection of the President
The President .shall preside over the exby overriding the President's veto with a
ecutive cabinet and staff, and may require
two-tl)irds majority vote, upon which it
the opinion, in writing, of any ASBSU
shall become law. If any Bill shall nat be
cabinet or executive starr member, upon
relurned by the President within s""en
any subject relating to the duties of thcir
school days afler it shaU have been
respective offices. (IS) The President shall
presented to him, the same shall be a law,
perform any such other duties as arc
in like manner as if he had signed ii, unless
~ecessary to ''jlromote and defend the
the Senate by their adjournment prevent its
gcneral welfare of the ASBSU. (l6) The
return, In which case it shall not be a law.
President shall be subject to reinoval from
.(8) Every law, resolution or rule, which has
office by recall or impeachment.
a binding and enforced effecl, shall be subSection. 4. (I) The Vice-President of the
milled to the President for his approval or
ASBSU shall be a member of the executive
objection, with the exception of those
branch and shall be President of the
regulations passed for the ioternal function
Senate. (2) The Vice-President shall serve
of the Senate. (9) All records of proceedings
as the chief administrative officer of the
of the Scnate shall be kept and made
Senate. (3) The Vice-President shall serve
available to the ASBSU and shall be public-

as the Chairman of any academic grievance
committee. (4}The Vice-President shall be
subjoctto removal from office by recall or
impeachment.
Section. S. (l)The Treasurer shall be a
member of the executive branch and shall
keep records of all ASBSU finances. (2)
The ASBSU Treasurer shaU have qualifications which shall be determined by appropriate
legislation.
During the fall
semester, of each year t a committee, 'the
composition of which shall be determined
by appropriate legislation, shall review candidates for the office of Treasurer and shall
make such recommendations
to the President as may be necessary to assist the President. in his appointment
of a Treasurer
which shall be made prior to' the end of the
fall semester. (3) The ASBSU Treasurer
shall serve as the Chairman of any ASBSU
appropriation advisory committee. (4) The
Treasurer shall be subject (0 removal from
office by impeachment.
ARTICLE IV
Section. I. (I) The sole Judicial Power
of the ASBSU shall be vested in an ASBSU
Judiciary and such other lower courts
deemed" necessary by the same. (2) The
power of the ASBSU Judiciary is ordained and established hy this Constitution and
by the President of Boise State University.
_ (3) All appeals from decisions resulting in
sanctions issued by the ASBSU Judiciary
may be taken to a university judicial appeals board, the structure and membership
of which shall be agreed upon by the
ASBSU Senate and the President of the
University. (4) Any student charged with
any University violations may request to
the Vice-President for Student Affairs to
have a hearing by a committee of faculty,
staff, and/or students in place of the
ASBSU Judiciary.
Section. 2. (I)The ASBSU Judiciary
shall-consist of five students who shall he
appointed by the ASBSU President and
two members of the BSU Iaculty who shall
be appointed by the President of the
University. (2) Four Justices shall constitute a quorum to 'conduct business for
the ASBSU Judiclary, one of whom shall
be a faculty justice (3) The Chairman
of
the ASBSU Judiciary shill be the Chief
Justice who will be elected by and from thc
total membership of the Judiciary and
must be a student member of the same. The
Chief Justice shall be elected at the last
regular meeting in Ap~il each year or at
times ,vhen a vacancy of Chief Justice oc·
curs. (4) Three student members shall be
appointed in December. and two student
membcrs shall be appointed in May for a
term.of onc year. In occasions when an il1~
cumbcnt student justice seeks reappointment, he shall be intcrviewed by the cur'rent membership of the Judiciary inclusive
of the judicial advisor, which shall make
recommendation
for or against the reap. pointment of said member to the ASIISU
Prcsident and Senate. Reappointmcnt shall
automatically
occur unless the ASBSU
President and two-thirds of the total current membership of the Senate act to deny
reappointment,ln
the event that reappointment is denied, the position will be viewed
as an open vacancy, and the ASBSlJ President shall make anappointmenl1o
fill any
open vacanc)' subject.t.o the advice and
consent of the Senate.

outlined in this Constitution. (4) The
ASBSU Judiciary shall be an appellate
body for all cases originating from lower
courts. (S) The ASBSU Judiciary may enjoin any ASBSU government official from
taking action contrary to the decisions of
the ASBSU Judiciary. (6) The ASBSU
Judiciary shall have the sole power to
review and recognize all Constitutions of
any entity seeking recognition from the
ASBSU. (7) The ASBSU Judiciary may impose sanctions upon any individual found
guilty of violations of the Code of Conduct, ASBSU Constitution, ASBSU Senate
legislation, rules or regulations or their
misconduct on campus or off campus while
representing BS'U. Sanctions may include
expulsion, suspension. conduct probation,
loss of privileges,censure
admonition,
restitution and any other sanction the
ASBSU Judiciary feels appropriate as approved by the Vice-President for Student
Affairs. (8) The ASBSU Judiciary shall
rule upon the apportionment of the Senate
prior to each election.
(9) Judicial
opinions. decisions and records of proceedings shall be kept and made available
to the ASBSU. (10) Members of the
ASBSU Judiciary are subject to removal
from office by impeachment.
_ ARTICLE V
; Section. I.The Senate shall regulate and
specify the manner and conduet of all elections through appropriate
legislation.
within the constraints
of the ASBSU
Constitution.
Section. 2. Elections for Senators-atLarge shall be held on the second Wednesday and Thursday
in the month of
November. Elections for the ASBSU President,
Vice-President
and Senators
representing the colleges and schools of the
University shall be held on the second
Wednesday and Thursday in April. The
election of all othe elected officials shall be
determined hy the Senate. The ASBSU
Judiciary may, if necessary, set different
dates than what is provided for in this Con-'
stitution for any emergency purpose.
Section. 3. All ASBSU elected officcrs

Section. 3. (I) The ASBSU Judiciary
shall have the sole power of judicial review
of all ASBSU actions, and shall be the
court of last resort in uU matters of constitutional interpretation~ (2) The 1\SBSU
Judiciary shall have original jurisdiction
over all cases involving the alleged violations of ASBSU regulations, rules and laws
with the exception of cases in which the
ASBSU Judiciary or Vice-President for
Student Affairs establishes a lower court
'or courts and delegates· the authority for
any such case to same. Any such lowcr
court shall act in accordance wilh established procedures of tho ASnSU Judiciary, the
ASBSU Constitution,
rules, regulations
and policies. (3) The ASBSU Judiciary
shall accept or reject cases brought before
it by petition or appeal, and shall only rule
on issues resulting from· petitions or ap~
peals brought forth Wilh the exceptions

l

shall be installed

days following
section

no later than ten school

the last day of polling. This

may be remporartly

suspended

by

lhe ASBSU Judiciary should it be ~ecessary
for thc fair and good conduct of the
ASBSU.
Section. 4. No person s!lall be disqualil1ed from office or running for office
for any frivolous or Jrivial reason.
Section. 5. Any initiative shall be considcreu law upon its acceptance by a ma·
jority of the membership of the ASBSU in
a general or special election, Each initiative
shall be placed before the membership of
the ASBSU in an election once a petition
is mcd with lhe validated signatures and
student idcntification numbers of tcn percent of the membership of ASBSU. No initiativc shall bc considered law if it is in
contradiction with the Constitution of thc
ASBSU.
Scction. 6. Any law shall bc considered
null and void if a referendum for the said
law is rejected by. a majority of the
m<Olhers of the ASBSU in a general or
special election. Each referendum shall be
placcd before the membership
of the
ASBSU in an cleetion once a petition is mcd with the validated signatures and student identification numbers of tcn JY.:rcent
of lhe total memhership of the ASBSU.
ARTICLE VI
Section. 1. All ASBSU elected officers
shall be suhject to removal from office hy
recall.
Section.
2. A petition
containing
validated signatures and student identification numbers of twenty percenl of the total
number of students which an elected officer represents shall be necessary for a
recall election against the said ASBSU
officer.
Seclion. 3. Subsequent to the validation
of a petition in proper form, a recall clec~
tion shall be held against the officer listed
in the said petition. For an officer to be
recalled from office, two-thirds of the votes
cast must be in favor of his recall, provided that the number voting in the recall clection is at least equal to the number of constituents who voted in the election in which
Section. 4. NO person shall be recalled

he achieved office or normally would have
achieved office. A recall election shall occur within fifteen school days of the validation of the petition calling for the recall.
from office, nor a petition be circulated
calling for the recall of an officer who has
. not held the office from which he is to be
recalled for more than thirty days. No per~on shall be recalled from office who has
less than thirty days left before the natural
expiration of his term.
.
Section: S. The Senate shall legislate the
form and manner of all recall elections
within the guidelines of this Constitulion.
ARTICLE VII
Section. I. All elected officers of the
ASBSU, the Treasurer and the members of
the ASBSU Judiciary shall be subject to
removal from office by impeachment for
mis-, mal- or non-feasance of duty and for
high crimes or misdemeanors against the
. ASBSU.
Section. 2. The Senate shall have the sole
power of impeachment. The accused officer shall have the right to a fair and imp-artial hearing by the Senate in which the
Chief Justice shall preside, unless he be accused, in which case the President of the
Senate shall preside.
Section. 3. No person shall be tried for
impeachment
until he has received, in
writing, the charges against him seven
school days prior to the hearing. A hearing shall take place no later than fifteen
school days after the accused has received
written notification. No trial for the impeaehment of the accused officer shall take
place without the indictment of two-third,
of the total current membership of the
Senate.
Section. 4. A person shall be removed
from office if, after a hearing, four-fifths
of those Senators present vote in favorer
his removal.
.
Sec lion' S. Judgments in cases of impeachment shall nol extend furthcr than
the removal from office and disqualification to hold and enjoy any office of honor,
trust or profit under the ASDSU, However,
the party convicted shan be liable and subject 10 indictment.
trial. judgment and
punishment
according (0 law.

ARTICLE VIII
Section. J. On the request of two of the
three branches of government,
a convention shall be 'called for proposing amendments to this Constitution.
When amendments arc proposed through a constitu~
lional convention, agreement by two-thirds
of the IOta I number'of tho;.delegates prcsent at the" said convention
shall "be
necessary for _proposing amendments to
this Constitution.
Delegates
shall be
selected by the branches of governmcnt in
which thcy reside. The legislative, judicial,
and executive
branches
shall all be
repres.eoted in equal numbers with a
number of students-at-Iarge, appoinled by
the President, whose numher shall be the
same as the number representing anyone
of the branches. Proposcd amend meats
shall be suhmilled to the membership of
. the ASBSU in a general or special election
and shall be approved by a majority of the
membership of the ASBSU casting ballots
upon which the proposed amendments
shall be valld to all intents and purposes
as part of this Constitution.
Seetion. 2. All amendments to this Conslitution shall be added at the end of lhe
text of this Constitution and shall be labeled as Amendment
I a~d continue
numbered so forth.
ARTICLE IX
Section. I. Upon ratificalion
of Ihis
Constitution by a majority of valid ballots
cast by the membership of the ASBSU in
an election called by the Senate, this Constitution shall be valid in all intents and
purposes.
Section. 2. Any and all existing Constitutions, bylaws, rules and regulalions that arc
inconsistent with this Constitution,
shall
hereby be considered' null and void .
Section. 3. The current officers of tlie
ASBSU shalrcontinue
in office until the
first installation of officers under this Constitution.AII
Senators,
executive llnd
judicial o'fficers of the ASBSU shall be
hound by oath of affirmation to support,
protect and defend this Constitution.

Election----------.emit. from pag~ 1.
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can hear input from both

sides.
Students'
votes will; however,
decide the ralification of Ihj: new
ASBSU Constitution.
According to
the old constitution, the senate must
approve a new constitution by a twothirds vote and the student body
must ratify it by a simple majority.
. Kayaking, scuba diving and crosscountry skiing are among the many

free medical attention to students,
clas~es offered by OAP. The program.
and, if the increase does not go
also organiZes trips during Christmas
.through, services will be cut back
and spring breaks.
severely next fall, Hetherington said.
Mi1Ier said he took $50 off lhe
The center offers medical services
Christmas trip and willknock·of(
regardle~s of student' health insur$25 from the spring break trip for
ance, Hetherington said, so students
full-time students as an example of .
can still get treatment even if they rehow the program would run if the
ceive their health insurance refunds.
proposed fee increase were approved.
ASBSU has had six constitutions
If the increase is not approved; the
since 1979. Hi:>pler said, but this one
OAP will not be able to afford the
should be a long-lasting document
breaks to students, Miller. said.
which will not be subject to changes.
The Health Services Ceriter offers
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about the Constitution .
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The new ASBSU constitution deserves student
ratification for a number, of reasons. The last pro,
posed constitution was never ratified by the student
body, so weare operating under a document which
has recognized,but
uncorrected, problems.
The proposed constitution has all the strengths of
the previous constitution, as well as some new ones.
It fills in the gaps in the current constitution on some,
important issues, as well.
'
The new constitution provides a procedure for
recall elections. The absence of such procedures in
the current constitution was a major contributing
factor to last spring's controversy.
The procedure is reasonable, requiring that 20 percent of the number of students represented by the
officer in question petition for recall. No officer may
be recalled until after serving in office for at least
30 days. An officer may be recalled by two-thirds majority, providing the number voting in the recall election is equal to the number of people who voted in
the election in which he achieved office.
If the students mandate a recall by petition, the
recall election must occur within 15 school days of
that petition's validation. '
This constitution sets forth clearer guidelines for
elections, incuding dates on which elections must take
place. Currently, there is a time span during which
elections must occur, which has created a lack of con, tinuity and preparedness in past years.
The new constitution .addresses everything it
• should and does so thoroughly, It deals with the purpose of the constitution,
the membership of al .
students in ASBSU, the requirements for holding an
ASBSU office, the powers and duties of the three
branches of student government, ASBSU elections,
recall, impeachment, amendments to the constitution and ratification of the constitution.
, Because the constitution covers so much, and
because the special election will also decide on three
fee increases, every student should set aside the few
minutes it takes to vote.
'

'Q-;Should
students
., th·
ra t lye

ASBSU

constitution?

Don't do it! Don't vote for that constitution just
because everybody else is; justbecause we've got to
have a constitution. Consider a few things first.
ASBSU has presented 'a document which is imperfect. Any document is likely to be imperfect; that
is true. However,· this document is riddled with
grammarproblems,
archaic
language
and
inconsistencies.
Considering the hullaballoo required to amend the
constitution, don't you think these things should
have been cleared up? It should be as perfect as
possible-at
least in form-before it is taken to the
students for their approval.
'
What are these things? Inconsistencies: part of the _
time it is Boise State University, part of the time it is BSU; part of the time ASBSU will precede a name,
in the next line it will not; part of the time a word
is capitalized, part of the time it is not.
Grammar: all sorts of words are capitalized that,
in common, modern English, should not be. Furthermore, several phrases that one would think ought
'to be capitalized are not. Commas are often
misplaced-not
where they ought to be, or cluttering up a perfectly good sentence.
This leads us to archaic language. Have you read
the co.nstitution aloud? Even a chest as large as
Pavarotti's cannot encompass the necessary air to
recite some of these sentences.The writers may have
meant well, making it sound like legalese, but this
style really isn't practical
for a functioning
government.
Certainly, student government will not crumble
to its foundations because of these problems. Neither
will it crumble if students send the writers back to .
the drawing board to polish and shine their document. The students (and their government) have
functioned for several years with an incomplete constitution. They can function for another semester
without one in orderfor the new constitution be the
best possible. (It will be our third in five years.)
Don't go with the trend. Demand perfection of
those you have elected; make them do it right-if
not the first time, at least the second.
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General Building Fee
94.00 '
would likely increase. As expected, the
Alumni Activities
2.50
parents were upset. The current fees charg'Marching Band
1.00
ed are comparable with other centers in Boise.
General Fee
3.00
If faced with an increase, most parents would
Institutional Fee
245.00
have to either move their children to another
lbtal Institutional Fees
537.00
center, or quit school for lack of funds.
As you can see from this list, we pay for
I currently pay $300 per month, based on
many more things hereatBSU that we don't
a five-day week. This adds up to more than
BSU's child care center is located on the
Editor, The University News;
directly benefit from. As students of the
$2,200 per year in child care. As for most
northwest end of the Pavilion. It began
On Feb. 11and 12, there will be a special
university, we pay for the fine reputation BSU '
.students, attending school isa big financial r
operation six years ago, and has been selfelection to ask for a modification of student
has for providing services for its students.
drain. '
supporting every since.
fees. On the ballot, you will be asked to vote
Even though a mere fraction of the student
You can probably see that the addition of
Recently, however, the center has required
"yes" or "no" to several fee increases, one
population is involved in athletics, each and
child care fees on tQP of everything else
repair and improvement, and has found that
of which will be a 50 cents per semester in.'
every student pays $48 per semester to supcreates an enormous burden, If faced with
the cost of caring for the children and maincrease to help support the child care center.
port the athletic programs here at BSU.
,
paying
even
more
for
child
care,
I
would
have
taining the center has overrun the income
As a fellow student here at BSU, I hope
Because we pay for these programs, aSU enlittle choice but to quit school.
provided by the parent fees. For the first time,
to persuade you to vote, as I will, in favor
joys a reputation for being one of the topYou may wonder why you should be inthe center is thousands of dollars in debt, and
of this increase.I am a parent of two children
ranked schools in several different sports.
terested in supporting a service you probably
faces possible closure unless a solution is
who attend BSU's child care center, and I
If the 50 cents per semester increase is apdon't
use.
The
center
serves
many
more
than
found soon.
plan to give you some information about it
proved, BSU can be confident that the fine
the 60 children who attend and their parents.
Early last semester, the director of the and explain the importance of our helping
reputation for offering serviees to its students
If you are a student in education, you will
center informed the parents that their fees
to support it.
will be upheld. The center operates solely for
be required to observe children in their school
the benefit of BSU students, faculty, and
setting. BSU's ehild care center welcomes
employees, in that order.
these students to get their hands-on exThe center will be able to get itself out of
perience right on campus, Also, the center
debt, and make long-range plans for the
provides students from the Vocationalfuture. As parents or potential parents, you
'Iechnical School an opportunity to fulfill
may be able to benefit directly from the
their observation requirements.
The University News staff: Editor in Chief, Edith L. Decker; News Editor, Karen
center in years to come. Work study students
Students in nursing and psychology-also
Kammann; Production Editor, Steve F. Lyon; Copy Editors, Valerie Mead, Ranand students in nursing, education and Voobtain valuable experience at the center. In
dall Stolz; Entertainment Editor, Judith Hagan; Briefs Editor, Sheri Crook; Sports
addition to these students, the center provides . Tech programs can continue to benefit from
Editor, Christopher Walton; Layout Chief, Kirstin Marie Allen; Photo Chief, Chris
the "model" center.
work study employment for several other
Butler.
And last, but not least, the children of our
students here at BSU.
fellow students-the
future adults of
If you are not a student in education, nursAd Manager, Donna Pfeiffer; Business Manager. Rick Bellum, Secretaries Kirstin
"Idaho-will
have exceptional care from
ing, the Vo-Iech program, or a work study
Marie Allen, Kimberly Calvert; Distributor, Anne Simplot; Ad Sales. C.R. 'Cooley,
qualified teachers in a settingthat will enstudent, you still may be wondering why you
Rick Fox, David Kirkham, Mark Pasta.
courage physical, emotional and intellectual
, should help support the child care center. As
a student paying full fees each semester, you
growth.
Photographers, Brian Becker, John Sowell; Layout Crew, Jeff, Coffin; David
Many studies have shownthat if children
probably pay for several things that you have
Kirkham; Typesetters, Debbie Junes, Lisa Sorensen; Cartoonists, Dawn Davis,
have a positive educational experience in their "
no interest in. The following is a breakdown
Paul Hart.
early childhood, they are less likely to have
of the total fees you pay each semester:
future problems in schonl.As taxpayers, we
Associated Student Body
$16.50
Reporters, Grant Amaral, Eric Cawley, Mary Collins, C.R. Cooley; Kathleen
provide care and services for those students
General-Recreation Fee
2.50
Cressler, Clark Hunter, Michael Jarvis, Tim Johnstone, Michael J. Knapp, Linwith learning problems.
Athletics
48.00
nea Mattson, Donna Pfeiffer, Judy Pittman, IsrnaelQuilantan, Nancy Reid, Perry
If we can lessen or eliminate some of these
Student Health Insurance
42.50
Waddell.
,"
problems, we can reduce our tax burden in
Health Center
16.00
the future. As you can see, supporting the
(Asking for a $9.00 increase, bringing
The University News publishes weekly on Mondays during the fall and spring
child care center may also directly benefit _
it to $25.00.)
~emesters. !he paper distributes 11,000 copies on and off campus, The newspaper
yourself.
'
KBSU Radio Station Fee
2.00 .
IS an exclusivelystudent-run organization. The newspaper's faculty adviser is Daniel
If the 50 cents per semester increase is not
University News Fee
3.00
Morris. Comments, questions or letters to the editor can be mailed to: The UniverTheater Arts Fee'
1.00
sity News, Boise State University ,1910 'University Drive, Boise, Idaho, 83725.
Student Union Fee
55.00
Our offices are located at 1603\/1 University Drive, across from the Student Union
Facilities Equipment
' 5.00
Building. Our phone is (208) 345-8204. The yearly subscription price is $15.
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Student supports child care fee
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OPINION
Mane Liners not' worth it
The Mane Line Dancers currently receive a total of $125 each year, good toward academic
expenses. That seems to us to be plenty. Yet they may receive up to $500 in academic scholarships, beginning next fall.
We hardly need to point out that the sum is an exorbitant one for the service the dancers
provide, They may be decorative, and perhaps eventalented, but they certainly are not
very Important. It would take a lot to demonstrate that the presence of scantily-clad females
has any real bearing on the outcome of a basketball game.
We are not saying the .dancers should not receive the money they do now-after
all,
they must run up a fortune in nylons and such,· and no one wants to pay in order to
demonstrate school spirit.
However, demonstrating school spirit is precisely what the Mane Line Dancers do, and
it is the same thing the cheerleaders did at pep rallies in junior high. It is nice; it is fun;
but it is hardly necessary.
In fact, it may be in questionable taste. Offering money to ,women to run around in
smallish outfits and wiggle their bodies in public seems slightly exploitative. If some women
want to do that because they think it will help the team, let them. But let's not encourage
women who may be short of money to earn it that way.
Those who enjoy watching the dancers and feel they add something to the men's games
(notice they never dance for the women) should not favor the idea of the scholarships,
either. As one of the girls pointed out, the money is sure to be an iQPucement at recruiting
time. But who wants a dancer who is there to earn money and has no interest in whether
the team wins? If the dancers are there to promote and exhibit school spirit, let them do
so because they feel that spirit-not
because an extra $500 would come in handy.
The only argument that can be made in favor of the "scholarships is that the money
has been offered as a gift by Stein Distributing and would not cost the rest of the students
anything. But what does it matter if it would not cost the students? It would not benefit
them, either. The money could be used better to support students who are working on
research-or, if Stein is feeling artsy-the members ofA Dancing Force. Undoubtedly,
the music department could use the money to offer scholarships to poor-but-qualified
applicants.

LETTERS

Gay reader appreciates story
Editor, The University News;
Thank you University News and Lisa
Stitzel for, "Boise Home To Idaho Gays."
Very little press (positive or negative) is given
to Idaho's 10 percent, and the reasons for this
are many.
First of all, most of us are consciously part
of an invisible minority. We know the consequences of straying too far from the closet
in such a conservative area as this. Unfortunately, it is much easier to live in silence
than try to change the world.
Fortunately, many of us are beginning to
question the absurdity of the dual lifestyles
most of us lead. We are starting to bring a
balance between our relationships with both
gays and straights. In doing this the entire
culture gains.
The second reason I believe little press is
focused our way is because many people
believe all of us are as defensive as the one
lesbian quoted in your article. I certainly
would not like to interview people like that.
I can assure you that there are many of us
who are much kinder and certainly more articulate. I don't mind at all that heterosexuals visit gay bars, just as I would not like
to be excluded from "straight" bars due to

Fees ----~--~------Cont'd from page 4.

approved, the child care center will have, to
look to other alternatives. The first alternative would be to raise parent fees. This
would serve to eliminate a large portion of
the children who are currently enrolled in the.
center, because their parents could no longer
afford the service,
.
The cost of repairing equipment and improving the center could not be covered, as
the income would be decreased. The qualified
teachers would have to find different jobs,
and the center would have to hire part-time
teachers at a lower pay.
The center would no longer benefit the
nursing, education and vo-Iech departments.
In a few years, the center would likely close.
the second alternative the center could
. choose would be to continue.operating in
debt and forget the necessary repairs and improvements. This could. mean that the
children might be in danger of injury from

my orientation.
The invisible, but very real, walls built between gay's and straights go far beyond the
labels of limitations. They cut to the
loneliness that each human feels and tie very
closely to the need in each of us to not only
be loveable, but also accepted into a
defineable group.
Someday I hope Sharon, all gays and all
straights will see that each of us is loveable,
and that each of us is part of a definable
group-s-the human family. Call me a pie-inthe-sky, idealistic dyke if you will, but I have
to believe that in order to validate myself to
the many who still view gays and lesbians as
"hard," "strange," "AIDS spreading" nonhumans.
Again, thank you. I believe the more
knowledge circulated the sooner I will no
longer define myself and others as "gay,"
"lesbian" or "straight."
Signed,
M
P.S. Until that pie-in-the-sky day arrives, I
request that my letter be signed the way it is.
As an employee and student at BSU, frankly I am afraid to lose my anonymity. Thanks.

broken equipment or lack of supervision.
asu
could be held liable for any such injury,
which would have a very negative effect on
the university as a whole.
Without the 50 cents increase, the outlook
for the future of nsu's child care center is
very dim. Inany case, the center would likely have to close. This would mean a loss to
many students, and BSU as a whole. Fifty
cents seems such a small price to pay to prevent such a loss.
I hope I have shown you that BSU's child
care center is an asset to.the university and
deserves our support. Fifty cents is a mere.
one percent of the total we pay to support
athletics. It means sacrificing one Coke or
one candy bar per semester.
In exchange, you can look to a brighter
future here in Idaho involving education,
taxes and the general well-beingof its citizens.
When you vote OIi Feb. 11 or 12, please vote
"YES" to support the center and prevent its
closure.
Kerri Reynolds
BSU Student
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THE VIEW FROM
THE BASEMENT

Abuse of song horrifying
by Karen Kammann

The University News

~,

The Cure will be putting stickers on all
copies of their albums containing the song
"Killing an Arab," largely due to the errant
stupidity of many people and the ugly prejudice of a few.
,
The song is about Camus's The Stranger,
in which the protagonist kills an Arab on the
beach. The victim didn't have to be an Arab,
but the book is"setin Algiers. In fact, the victim could just as easily have been an
American and Camus's point would have remained unchanged; killing is futile.
I first heard the song when I was 16, and
I knew itwas about The Stranger. I was incredibly impressed with the song and with its
author; I never had experienced music related
to literature before. The combination of two
of my great loves was wonderful to me.
The song has been re-released on a

comes into the picture.
According to a written statement by Robert
Smith of The Cure, the song "is being used
increasingly by certain reactionary factions
of the media, most notably by some particularly brainless and irresponsible DJs, as
a part of a waveof anti-Arab feelingcurrently
existing in some parts of America." Sounds
like ugly prejudice to me.
The deliberate misuse of a work of art as
political propaganda that has no place in the
artist's life may not be new, but it is horrifying. The Cure has taken the only sensible
course of action, as has the American-Arab
Anti-Discrimination" Committee, which is
concerned only with the misuse of-the song
and has no complaints about its actual
content.
It is a pity that the 16,year-olds of today
have not been exposed to the song as I was.
But it is comforting, in the face of ignorance,
anger and ethnic hatred, to see that the people capable of creating art are capable also

retrospective singles album .and it seems a

of preserving it as art. It is to be hoped that .
the people hearing the song are capable of
understanding it.

new generation of 16-year-olds are being exposed to the song-as a vicious piece of antiArab propaganda Some have misunderstood
the song, which is where errant stupidity

LETTERS

ROTC pb_oto free publicity
Reagan's cut into Pell grants by one third, his
intended elimination of supplemental grants,
and his cutting off the funding for work
study. Not an encouragins word! "InI970,"
states the News, "grants paid for 89 percent
of student costs. Today, the figure is down
to less. than 25 percent."
In its review of Oliver Stone's forthcoming film about his experience in vtetnam..
Rolling Stone writes: "Our first look at
(Charlie)Sheen in Platoon is as he leavesthe
transport plane. A fresh-faced, almost c!ewy"
recruit in a peaked fatigue.hat.he is caught
in the yellow-haze of an airstrip-amid body
bags and malarial, hollow-eyed combat
vets-brushing grit Jromhis eyes."
As long as the military remains the principal means by which our students can obtain financial aid for higher education, some
of our country's leaders still have a lot of grit
in their eyes.
.
Lonnie L. Willis
Department of English
BSU

Editor, The University News;
The front page of the News last issue provided your readers with more free razzledazzle for ROTC recruitment: a photo show. ing the incredible fun of close-order drill with
semi-automatic weapons.
Granted, the two "recruits" appear
somewhat bemused by their camouflaged instructor's demonstration of how to utilize the
sling-Swivel,"which they have not got." But
. the import of such a picture is clearly to encourage university students to think that the
manual of arms is a viable means to achieve
an education.
And well it might be, according to the article below and to the left of the photo:
"Reagan's Plan Trims Aid." That article
points out that "BSU stands to lose $1
million, or a year's fees for more than 900
students, under U.S. President Ronald
Reagan's budget proposal for the coming
year."
.
Details in the article describe an ugly scene
for student financial aid in the future, with

LETTERS POLICY
Letters to the editor should be typed,
double-spaded and no longer than 500words
(2 typed pages). The letters must be signed
and a telephone number provided for our
verification procedures.
.
Tile University News reserves the right to
edit letters for spelling, grammar, punctuation, length and libelous or offensive content.
. " The editorial staff encourages readers,
whether students, faculty or communitymembers, to respond to any of the contents
of the newspaper, as well as subjects of
general interest.
.
The staff will make every effort to print
all letterswhich meet the policy requirements.
.We, at Tile UniversityNews. agree with the
USSPA Code of Ethics. Among the provisions
•

"._~_.

_.~~.

of the code are: "Freedom of expression and
debate by means of a free and vigorous student press is essential to the effectiveness of
an educational community in a democratic
society."

CORRECTION'
In "lake 11 trip overseas" on page lof the
Feb. 2 issue, we would like toelarify that the
waiting list mentioned is only for the spring
·.1986 program in LOndon. There are no
waiting lists for the. 1987-SSschool year.
Also, in the same article, students must stay
with families'at the site; homestays are not
optional.
_,'.
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of university donations
.

Edmundson added to deans' list

o

records science, nursing, preprofessional studies, radiologic
sciences and respiratory therapy,
as well as programs in continuing
nursing education, critical care
nursing, homemaker/home health
aide service and retired senior
volunteers.
The new dean has served as a
consultant for the City of Boise,
the Idaho Board of Health, the
Idaho Department of Health and
Welfare, local health districts and
various .industries
on public
health management and planning,
personnel management, air and
water pollution,
hazardous
material storage and disposal and
food sanitation.
:'Since Boise State is an urban
institution, we are looking to continue building our partnerships
with health institutions, agencies
and industries in meeting area
health education and research
needs," Edmundson said.
He currently administers a
number of grants at BSU, including surveys of wood burning
activities in the Boise area funded by the U.S. Environmental Pro-

Eldon H. Edmundson, Jr., haS
been named dean of the BSU College of Health Science.
Edmundson has been acting
dean of the college since July
1985, and was chairman of the
community and environmental
health department from 1980 until that time.
His appointment
was the
culmination
of a nation-wide
search for applicants to fill the
position after the retirement of
former Dean Victor H. Duke.
The dean administers university departments of community and
environmental
health, medical

tection Agency and Idaho: a state
study aimed at developing a
.computer-based· disease information system for health departments; and a $170,000 per year
grant, in effect since 1981,from
the U.S. Department of Labor to
provide safety and health consultation to industries in Idaho.
His current research efforts include studies in computer applications in health science, health impacts from use of woodasa
source of heat and health
education.
Edmundson is amember of The
Idaho and American public
health associations and the Idaho
and national
environmental
health associations. He received
his Ph.D. in zoology with a public
health emphasis from Washington
State University and B.S. and
M.S. degrees in fishery biology
from U of I.
At BSU, he has taught public
health
administration,
epidemiology, public health law,
environmental
air and water
pollution and occupational safety and health.
.

by SteveF. ~on
The University News
With the sole purpose of. raising
money and gathering financial support for the university, which in"
eludes making ends meet when state
appropriations
do not, the. BSU
Foundation and endowment fund are
responsible for managing over $6
million in university assets.
If the university continues to
receive support from individual
donors and corporations,Director
of
Development Ben Hancock foresee
the fund topping $10 million within
five years, he said,
"The number one function of the
foundation; and this also goes for the
development office, is to secure
financial support and the best way to
secure it is to ask for it."
"We have not been actively involved in fund raising for that long, so if
you look at comparing us with institutions like BSU that are involved
in fund raising, we do quite well and
that's because of the support from
the community and alumni," Hancock said.

.

'

.
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The biggest single appropriation of
the endowment is funding $2 million
in scholarships, with annual funding
for the Frank Church Chair of Public
Affairs annual conference. The Len
B. Jordan Endowment For Economic
Studies is also funded through the
endowment.
. The university cannot, however,
use the funds any way it sees fit, Hancock said. Most of the time, when
people make gifts to the university
through the. foundation, they make
those gifts restricted for specific purposes. It may be endowed scholarships; it could be an endowed library
fund, it could be an endowed equipment account, but what the donor
had in mind when they made the gift
was that the principle would be held
in perpetuity
and the income
generated from investments would be
used for the purposes as set forth by
the donor, he' said.
The foundation does have a fulltime -investment firm handling the
assets, which include real estate and
property holdings, because, Hancock
said, there are expectations that there
will be. funds available on a yearly
basis.

GSL's late as new regulations. hit system
(CPS)-Huge
numbers of students
nationwide report that they are suffering weeks of delay in getting their
Guaranteed Student Loans.
The problem, campus financial aid
directors said, is a tangle of new
federal regulations which went into
effect during Christmas break.
The regulations have confused the
banks that actually made the loans
to students, and have slowed down
the banks' loan processing,
"In the past," Larry Rector of
Wichita State's aid office said,
"students could process their loans
immediately, then wait two or three
weeks" for their money.
"Now the process is slowed down
another three or four weeks, and then
even students who (are eligible) may
not get loans because of the stringent
new application and qualification
regulations," he said.
Some of the new regulations for
students and the banks that make

fiscal 1986 loans;" Frohlicher said.
GSLs are about to be superceded by cial aid director for Under College
"Lender returns will be reduced again
in
South
Carolina
said.
"The
biggest
newer regulations mandated by the
under the HEA."
Higher Education Amendments of concern is that lots who are eligible
Adding to the confusion are other
this year won't be next year."
1986.
education department regulations,
The new. GSL regulations change
Those newer regulations may leave
contradicted by the HEA, governing
many students whose families make some application procedures, but
lenders, college financial aid departmostly aim to reduce loan defaults,
more than $30,000 a year ineligible
ments and student borrowers. .
fraud and abuse,' Department of
to get GSLs next fall.
The regulations include a comEducation spokeswoman Paula Huf"Anyone in the GSL lending
plicated process for determining
felman
said.
business is used to confusion," Greg
students'
"cost of attendance,"
"The
new GSL regulations
Ulrich, lawyer for the Consumer
Banking Association said. "The pro- themselves affect students only in- which, in turn, determines how much
aid they get. The HEA, though, manaccording
to Jean
gram has always been slipshod, so directly."
dates a simple cost calculation.
there's not a big hue and cry from Frohlicher of the National Council
Many of the new education
lenders this time because they're us- of Higher Education Loan Programs.
.
department
regulations now confus"They're
geared
more
toward
lenders
ed to (the Education Department's)
ing aid directors and delaying student
and guarantee agencies."
.
nonsensical way of doing things."
loans wiII soon have to be rewritten
The new Higher
Education
The U.S. Department of Education
to comply with the HEA, Ulrich
Amendments, passed last fall after
writes the rules for students, banks
said.
two years of debate; reduce governand colleges that want to participate
"And until the HEA is corrected
in federal aid programs like the GSL. ment subsidies to lenders and comand amended,the department will be
plicate loan application procedures.
"We expect about ~ percent-200
hesitant to write new regulations
"Lenders took a hit last year under
or so-of our GSLborrowers to be
because changes in the HEA could
the Gramm-Rudman
(balanced
cut or eliminated from the program
supercede any new regulations." he
budget law), and lost income on their
by next year," I.M. Hubbard, finan-
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said.
'''The new regulations and laws
really aren't the problem," Ulrich
said. What hurts, he said, is that the
education
department
did not
publish the new regulations far
enough in advance for banks and colleges to comply with them.
"Some lenders are getting out of
the financial aid business because it's
no longer profitable and because of
the amount of administrative work
involved," Ulrich said.
"And judging from the Reagan administration's 1988 budget proposals,
we'll be fighting the same battles next
year," Ulrich said.
Frohlicher said, "Student financial
aid .is no longeLprofitable.
We've
pushed the program but it's no longer
attractive to lenders."

Morelia Summer StUdy'$895
Information:
BSU Libiary Bldg. Room 247
385·3295

MENTOR, OH (CPS)-While
college-efforts to shore up enrollment by
pursuing "non-traditional"
students
older than age 24 have helped
forestall the' long-predicted national
enrollment decline, at least one campus is preparing to recruit even older
people for its classes.
Lakeland. College administrators
are looking for a contractor to build
a retirement community on the campus, hoping they also can convince
the senior citizens who live there to
sign up for courses.
Lakeland President Dr. James
Catanzaro, said he is looking for a
"compatible"
developer to build
retirement condominiums
on 150
heavily forested acres of the campus.
The Lakeland project is apparently unique, according to Wesley Stubbs
of the Council for the Advancement
and Support of Education, which advises colleges and universities on
. finding
alternative
sources
of
revenue.
Stubbs said she has heard of sales
and lease-backsof college properties
and services-for-profit plans, but not
of a project like Lakeland's.
Catanzaro noted retired people
often complain that "they see only
other old people. They miss the
energy of younger people. In..this
situation, they would not be threat.ened by the college campus as youthonly territory."
.
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CAMPUS.·NEW5
Professor spent years studying with hostage
by Steve F. I.von
The..University News
For a BSU Mathematics professor,
the kidnapping in Beirut of Boise
native John Thrner has a special'
meaning.
As a graduate student at the U of
I, Dr, Kathleen Ayers, assistant professor of mathematics,
and 'Iurner
spent five. years working on their
respective masters and doctorate
degrees.. and in th!'l process became
close friends.
At the time of his abduction on
Jan .. 24, Thrner was teaching math
and computer
science at Beirut
University College.
"I was totally shocked when I got
the phone call that he had been kidnapped, "she said.
The last time Ayers saw 'Iurner was
two years ago after he had been in
Beirut for two years and came back
to Boise to let his mother know he
was safe.

"He really liked the country there.
He said the students were really
dedicated, .and felt he had a close
relationship
with them. When. he
went there it was a three-Year position.
He's
been
there
four
years," Ayers said.
Until she received the phone call
. telling her that Thrner had been taken
hostage, Ayers said she thought
Turner had left Beirut-because last
summer, while studying in upstate
New York, she encountered
some
Lebanese people who told her as far
as they knew all Americans had left
the country.
"Up-until
then I panicked every
time I heard hostages had been taken
in Beirut;"she
said.
'
Recounting some of time she spent
with Turner as students, Ayers said
Thrner was the hardworking,
quiet
guy who was "somewhat
of a
perfectionist. "
"He had to work hard to get a
degree
in math, _because
his

background was in philosophy and
logic. We used to give him a hard
time because his papers were always
twice as long as everybody else's,"she
said.
Turnerreceived
his Ph.D. in 1981
from the U of I, and Ayers received
hers in 1982.
"When I would' want to quit
school he would talk me out of it. We
spent a lot of time' talking about
math and reality. You go through a
lot together. He's the one who talked me into doing formal language
theory for my dissertation,"
Ayers
said.
It was while they were
U of I
that Thrner mentioned to Ayers that
he wanted to teach abroad. "The
whole time we were in graduate
school he said he wanted to go
overseas and teach," she said.
Ayers said she was concerned for
Thrner's welfare, but would not
speculate the motive behind the
kidnapping.

by Steve F. I.von
The University News

at

Dr. Kathleen

Ayers

"People in academia knid of live
in their own little world or campus.
You are not bothering anybody else,
why should they bother you?"
"I don't think he felt he was a
target," she said.

Traveling professors not worried
by Michael J. Knapp
The University News
According to a number of faculty
who travel to countries the public
may consider dangerous, the fear of
those places is more unrealistic and
imagined than the media and government would lead one to believe.
Dr. Errol Jones, an associate professor of history, has taken a few trips
to Nicaragua. He said Nicaragua is
dangerous in the war zones, but by
staying out of the war zones, he is
safer than he would be in Mexico or
big American cities.
Dr. Peter Lichtenstein, professor of
economics, is' currently studying in
China. There have been a number of
student protests there demanding a
more democratic government.
In a letter written to his friends at
BSU, he said that he witnessed a
demonstration
near Nankai University, the school where he is teaching
and
studying.
He
said
this

demonstration
consisted of about
1,000 students
who blocked the
street, then marched on to city hall.
Lichtenstein has not participated in
the protests in any way.
A friend and correspondent
of
Lichtenstein, Dr. Richard Payne, also
an economics professor, said the
demonstrations
in China have been
"fairly decent" and have not been
violent. He also said Lichtenstein
does not involve himself with the
marches.
According
to
Payne,
"He
(Lichtenstein) had a feeling that his
letters have been edited both going
and corning.Y'However,
Payne said,
this would not pose any direct threats
to Lichtenstein's security.

Phoebe Lundy, associate professor
of history, said she has taken several
trips to the Soviet Union and "the
Soviet Union is not a' dangerous
place to travel."
She said overcoming the cultural
stereotype is probably the scariest
part for most travelers to the Soviet
Union. It is scary for people to see
that the sun shines there, and they
wear colorful clothes, and they walk
hand-in-hand in the park and eat ice
cream, just like Americans, she said.
She said the only danger an
American is likely to encounter in the
Soviet Union would be having to eat
too much cabbage soup.
Lundy said the only confrontation
she has had with the Soviet police or
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Gabert assists
in Idaho bid
for sec

government was when she was approached by a Soviet policeman for
jaywalking. When he found out that
she was American, he gave her a
warning and went about his business.
She also mentioned that she felt very
safe walking alone on the streets very
late at night.
She said she plans to take another
trip to the Soviet Union this summer .
on a "Culture
Study Thur," and
anvone interested can contact the
history
or continuing
education
departments.
She summarized
by' saying,
"There's no place I wouldn't go if
presented the opportunity."

With President Reagan recentIyreaffirming
his support for the
$6 billion nuclear particle "supercollider,' the state of Idaho is vying for the project, with a BSU
professor working in conjunction
with the Governor's 'Iask Force on
the SCC project.
-Marvin Gabert, associate professor of construction
management, is researching and developing cost and scheduling estimates
for the proposed SCC project.
Gabert's part of the state's effort to land the project consists of
putting
together a conceptual
cost-estimate schedule, which will
be completed by April 30, Gabert
said.
The estimate will then be turned over to the Department
of
Commerce for further review.
In addition to Gabert, there are
17 Construction
Management
students working on the costestimate project, Gabert said, adding that the students will put in
approximately
3,500 man-hours
by the time the project
is
completed.
The students are planning to
enter the research as part of a National Chapter of The Year Contest, which they took first place in
last year.
Although the Department
of
Energy will have the final say on
which state gets the multi-billion
dollar project, the Governor's
Task Force is working to have the
Idaho
National
Engineering
Laboratory
in southeast
Idaho
selected as the site for the sec.

Next »eek in

~UNIVERSITY
•

NEWS

Legislative Update-Investment
Tax
Credit and Telephone deregulation
by Perry Waddell

~ James Abo on right-wing extremism in
idaho
by Nancy Reid
• Adventures in learning at BSU
by Michael Knapp

.

• Communication labs explained
by Grant Amaral
,• Playing the Mating Game
by John .Sowell

Apply Now For Position
of Health Science Senator

Represent The School of Health
Science in the Student Senate
S'erve Until Spring Elections 1987

Apply in ASBSU office SUB 2nd floor or call
385-1440 for more information
Application
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deadline is 2/23/87 12:00 noon
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THE FILMS

-'Dead' isunrevivable

Faculfyshowtheirstuff

cliches, but actually' cliches from all murder mystery films.
'.
The director of photography, Jan Wei~cke, (who workedon HItchcock's Topaz)tried unusual camera angles: giving the vi~er a
distorted view of the scenes and characters. HISIdea was to give you
the dramatic lighting of a Hitchcock film and clever angles that help
enhance the mystery. Dead ofWinter has just about every angle of
shot imaginable.
'
,
'-'.
The trouble is, all of these clever shots smacked of Hitchcock,
but there was no directorial genius motivating them and there
were so many of them that they actually were distracting to
the film. Nothing like being beaten over the head for an hour
and a half. '
There were also a lot of cliches to the plot. At one
point, Katie asks how Mr. Murray came to know Dr.
Lewis,and before he can answer,
you can guess he was once a patient of the doctor's, and that
Dr. Lewis is a maniacal psychiatrist. So what

The annual BSU Faculty Art Show
opens Feb. 13 with a reception for the artists at 7 p.m, in the BSU Gallery of Art.
The public is encouraged to attend. The
show wiII run from Feb. 17 through
March 6; and will feature re,cent work by
full-time members of BSU's art department; All media wiII be represented, including painting, drawing, sculpture,
ceramics and photography. The gallery is
located on the first floor of the Liberal
Arts Building and is open from 9 a.m, to
5 p.m, weekdays. There is no admission
charge.

UT & A
' "BO' 'U1

you have is arnad doctor, his sick patient/assistant and the damsel in distress. "
McDowell is somewhere between simpering

, by J. Pitman
The University News
Mary Steenburgen's new film, Dead of
Winter, is just that-dead. Or maybe not
dead, but certainly tired, which is an unfortunate waste of her incredible talent as an actress. To her credit, she has an Oscar for her
performance in Melvin and. Howard and a
nomination fer best actress in Cross Creek.
The intrigue begins as Katie (Steenburgen), a' young out-of-work actress, is
driven somewhere in upstate New York by
Mr. Murray (Roddy McDowell) for a screen
test. Mr. Murray is the assistant to Dr. Joseph
Lewis (Jan Rubes}, the mastermind behind
the film's plot of blackmail and mystery. And
it is here that the movie begins to lose it.
The screen test takes place in the home of
Dr. Lewis, an isolated Victorian house
decorated with paintings by old master~, a
player piano that plays Vivaldi and the like,
taxidermied polar bears and generally all the
look and feci of a great gothic setting.
Unfortunately, the film begins to look like
a massive collection of not just Hitchcock

'

'. ' ,

and menacing in his portrayal of Murray; ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
a character we've seen him do before, only ~
better somewhere else.
'
And Steenburgen just does not have
anywhere to go with the character of. Katie.
She looks as if she's totally bored With the
role by the end of the film and frankly, so
was I.
The pacing was slow, made slower by a
jack-luster soundtrack and over-acting. (One
person in the audience exclaimed at one
point, "Gees, I never saw anybody die like
that before!") In the film's favor are two welldone scenes where you catch onto what is
happening at the same time Steenburgen
does, and feel the same sickening feeling of
realization.
Dead of Winter is playing at the Mann
Agatha Christie's Murder
Theater and is rated R.
on the Orient Express recalls
a time when train travel was
mysterious and murder was an intellectual riddle to be solved as
politely as possible. The sensational
all-star cast includes Albert Finney,
Lauren Bacall and Sean Connery, to
name just a few.Murder on the Orient
Express will be shown on Feb. 9 at 7
p.m,
the movie? Right. As the action progresses,
we begin to feel that "obsession" is a major
buzzword here. Alex is obsessed with finding
and nailing (and understanding) the Woman.
The Woman, conversely,is obsessed with killing her husbands (it ain't just for the money)
and with Alex, who is posing as a Hawaiian
tourist in order to trap her.
There are some definite lesbian undercurrents here. The impression is that the Woman
kills the men because she hates them (because
she is a lesbian). It's interesting to consider
as a case-dangerous as a trend.
Winger, as usual, gives a perceptive performance. Russell is even better. Playing a
murderess with a conscience (a new trend)
and two obsessions must be a challenge. The
supporting cast, which was un-star-filled, was
adequate. (Sort of like two-ply toilet paper.)
All is not perfect, by any means. There are
some clarity problems. What does Alex do,
anyway? She works for the government. So
do thousands of other people, "a Fed" isn't
enough anymore, guys. And, who was this
unhistoried Woman?
Did Alex really quit her job to chase after
her, or did she just pretend to? Several loose
ends remain by the end.
There is a lot happening in Black
Widow-including a tasteful skinny-dipping
scene (husband four), a boring love scene in'
front of the fire (husband three) and a fairly
decent amount of swearing. It is rated Rand
is playing at the Fairvu Theater.

••

Winger great in 'Widow'
f'

by Edith Decker
The University News
It seems to be thriller week at the ole U.
News. Well, as thriller's go, Black Widow is
not too thrilling in two senses of the word.
It isn't bloody or gory, nor does it contain
large, masked men, hiding behind doors
waiting for unsuspecting teenagers to back
into their red, seething clutches. In my book,
that's a step in the right direction. Secondly,
in a philosophy-behind-the-movie sense, it is
worrisome. (Hold that thought.)
Black Widow stars Debra Winger (Terms
of Endearment,
An Officer and a
Gentleman) as' a federal agent, Alex, who
becomes obsessed with a woman who
poisons her (rich) husbands, usually by injecting the stuff through the cork of their
favorite bottle of alcoholic refreshment.
"The Woman" is played by Theresa
Russell. (She played the mermaid on "Fantasy Island.") We never find out her real
name; she changes them with her husbands.
She knocks off a (rich) publisher, a (rich) 'lexan toymaker, a (rich) archeologist-watch
out, Dr. Plew-and sets her sights on a (rich)
Hawaiian hotel chain owner. She bags them
all-body bag, that is: no air, long zipper.
Consider the recurring word in parentheses. This word allows for a great production design-nifty sets and costumes-even
the archeologist's cabin is classy. There's no
better way to show off a classy production
than with classy photography, It's great too.
Watch for the shadows-great shadows.
Now. Remember that thought you were
holding? The one about the philosophy of

WEDNESDAY

MONDAY
Philharmonic Contributor's Concert, Morrison Center Main Hall, 8:15 p.m, Limited
to Philharmonic contributors.
SPB film, Murder on the Orient Express,
SPEC, 7 p.m., $1-2.50.

TUESD'AY
Classical Guitar Concert with James Hersch,
SUB Boisean Lounge; 12 p.m.-2 p.m., free.
Riding Cyclists' Clinlc, SUB Boisean Lounge,
7:30 p.m., free.

Preview of Nell Shipman Film Festival with
Tom Trusky, YWCA Clubroom, '12:10p.m-l
p.rn., free.
Reality Therapy Workshop with William
Glasser, SUB Big Four, 9 a.m.-4 p.m., $40.
SPB Black Film Festival, I Have a Dream:
The Life of Martin Luther King, If There
Wereil't Any Blacks You'd Have to Invent
Them, and Portrait inBlack and White, SUB
Boisean Lounge;' 3:3Gp.m., free.'
Free Tax Help Available, Business Building,
Room 215, 7-10 p.m,
Co
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Men's Basketball vs. Eastern Washington,
Pavilion, 7:30 p.rn.
Movie, Red River; KTRV-12, 8 p.m,
Special, Eyes on the Prize: America's Civil
Rights Years, 195f-1965, KAID-4, 9 p.m,

BSU Wives and WomenWine'Tasting wit
BrooksTish, Boise Airport, Kitty Hawk Ban
quet Room, 7:15 p.m~, $12.

FRID'AV

-

THURSDAY
Lincoln's Birthday;
Lecture, Idaho Christian Patriots: A
Sociological Examination of Right Wing Extremism, with Dr. James Anno, SUB Big
Four, 8-9 p.m., free.
.~

-

BSU Faculty' Art Exhibit, Gallery of Arl
Liberal Arts Building, weekdays' 9 a.rnp.m., .free,
Reception for BSU Faculty Art Exhibil
Gallery of Art, Liberal Arts Building, 7p.m,

Western Assoclatio~ of Sociology and An
threpology, through Feb. 15, Owyhee Plaz<
$35 for entire conference, $10 per day.
Idaho Statesman Indoor Classic, men's an
women's cross country and track meet, Gyrr

THE TUNES

r

Guitarist picks
BSUdates

Come ,to the Madhouse

Songwriter
and
guitarist
James Hersch will perform in
the SUB Boisean Lounge Feb. 10
from 12-2 p.m. Hersch,currently on a 25-state tour to
more than 60 colleges and
universities, .is a classical
guitarist with nine years of
studio work. He has produced three albums, including
Audition, a dedication to
music for the "spirit of the
individual."
In concert he
combines digital equipment
with
original
lyrics
augmented
with
strong
vocals. Admission is free.

The University News

by Tim Johnstone

Madhouse is an anonymous collection of
musicians on Prince's Paisley Park label.
There, are

Trusky's 'Ship'
comes in Feb. 11
BSU professor Tom Trusky will offer a preview of the Nell Shipman
film festival on Feb. 11 at noon at
the YWCA as the February Literature
for Lunch program. Shipman was a
screenwriter, actor, director and producer during the days of the silent
film who moved her crew to
Lionhead Lodge on the eastern
shores of Priest Lake. Trusky will
discuss the life of this early champion of location shooting and human
treatment of animals used in films,
and he will show exerpts from some
of the work. He will also provide
schedules and details about the Shipman festival itself, which begins Feb.
26 at BSU.

MflllJrIA',lfIJ
(a tournee of 20 shorts)

--.-.

The 19th International
Tournee of Animation,
eatureing 20 award-winning shorts, is the best in
several years, with at least two shorts that should be
strong contenders for the oscar. Tony de Peltrie, the
world's first computer-animated
hero, will make his
debuty, along with Anna and Bella. The 19th tournee
provides viewers with a survey of the best of contemporary animation, and demonstrates that the medium
need not, and should not, be restricted to children's
shOWS and commercials.

Wrestling vs. Weber State, Gym, 7 p.rn.
Last day for 50 percent refund for dropping
classes or withdrawing.
.
Last day to apply for refund for Student
Health Insurance, call 385-3863 by 12:30 p.m.
\rt,
n.-5
bit,
7-9
An-

rza,
and
ym.

SATURDAY
Autobiography
of Nell Shipman released,
BSU Hemingway Center for Western Studies.'
Music Department Festival, Morrison Center
Main Hall,' 8 a.m,
Idaho Federators
Music Clubs, Morrison
Center Recital Hall, 8 a.m,
Idaho Theater for Youth, Goldilocks and the
Three Bears, BSU Reading Center, 5th floor
Education Building, 2 p.m., $2.50 plus tax.

Gymnastics vs, OSU, Gym, 1:30 p.m.
Western Association of Sociology and Anthropology, through Feb. IS, Owyhee Plaza,
$35 for entire conference, $10 per day.

SUNDAY
SPB Film, Tournee of Animation, SPEC, 7
p.m., $1-2.50.
Discussion of the Father, Morrison Center,
B215, 7 p.m., free.
Classical Guitar Music by Jeanne Freeman,
KBSU-91.3FM,
6 p.m,
•
Movie, Maltese Falcon, KTRV-12, 2 p.rn,
Movie, Hombre, KTRV-12, 8 p.m.

things
off, this
album has one of the most pathetic
covers of any to come out in some time.
It came as no surprise, then, to find out
how good this album actually is.
Madhouse 8 is an eclectic set of urbanjazz-influenced
instrumentals
which come
together quite well. Keeping with the generic
anonymity of the actual group roster, the
songs themselves are simply numbered one
through eight.

"Five," which is a clever collection of outakes
from old television shows wrapped around
some tight drum rhythms.
"Six,"
the first single, is very funkoriented, with a fat bass line and a healthy
assortment
of percussion fun. The album
closes with "Eight," which is by far the most
unique cut on the disc. It is almost new age;
in nature, with flute, hard drums, textured
synthesizers and a smooth, laid-back glide.

There is enough variety on this album to
keep everybody interested. Now, if we only
knew who was doing what.

An 'Amnesty' run-down
by CD. Hunter

The University News
The album Rock For Amnesty, containing
recordings by a variety of artists, is a rather
unique way of asking its listeners for donations for Amnesty International.
.
AI is an organization whose whole purpose
is twofold: it endeavors to help free prisoners
in foreign countries, and to protect the rights
of those still incarcerated.
Although
the cause is worthwhile,
the
album itself seems a little less than worthwhile; The producers have taken songs from
previously recorded album's and added only
a few new releases. The selections are average,
although the songs themselves effectively
carry the Al 'message.
Peter Gabriel's
"Biko" fails to arouse
listener interest. Elton John's "Passengers"
is of average quality.
'
"I Believe," by Tears for Fears, is an excellentlive production; it is slightly classical,
yet modern. The music is well-blended and
somewhat jazzy. The 'vocals are excellent and
get good support
from the piano and
keyboard, and it makes its point well.
Howard Jones' "No One Is To Blame" is
only average; it 'lacks originality, and the
vocals and music ae nothing special.

Paul McCartney's
"Pipes of Peace" is a
good song for the '60s, not the '80s, and
Sting's "Strange Fruit" would put you to
sleep.
One song that does spark some interest is
Dire Straits' "Brothers In Arms." This excellent production uses synthesizer sound effects and has some exciting guitar, creating
a sound almost like crying.
When Mark Knopfler's vocals, reminiscent
of Dylan, are added, the recording creates an
atmosphere
which really gets its message
across.
John
Cougar
MeIlencamp's
"Pink
Houses" is below average; too patriotic.
Simple Minds' "Ghost Dancing" is over-,
powered and overbearing; too many simple
minds.
Bryan Adams' "Tonight" leaves 'much to
be desired.
Rock For Amnesty is only an average
album. It leaves the listener with the feeling
that it was thrown together quickly, and the
timing for its release was poor.
_
It might have fared better at a time when
it didn't have to compete with Live Aid and
Farm Aid.

Feb. 10-14.
Bouquet-Chicken
Cordon Bleus, feb. 9; Mlngles-Winewood,
Nendel's-c-Mariah, Feb. 10-14.
Final Exam, Feb. 10-14.
"
Pengllly's-:-JeffThuge,and
John Faulkner,
Comedy Works~Bil\
Hicks, Feb: 11-15.
,
craZy HOI'SC'-cMethodsof Dance, Feb. 11-14. .Feb, 11-14.
D ..J!s-John Hemingway and Rob Faler, Feb. "Red Lion Downtowner-i-Sweer Trouble, Feb.
9"14.
'
9-10; Redstone, Feb. 11-14.
Rlver.,-Romea;
Feb. 9-14.
FlIts":Sandplper-:--:-John Hansen, Feb. 11-14.
Hannah's-Messenger,
Feb. 10-14.
Sborty's~McKenzie
River Band, Feb. 9-14.
Hennessey's-Kevin
Kirk, Feb. 10-14.'
Lock, Stock & Barrel-Rob
Harding & Dave' Tom Gnililey's"":"Elixir,Feb. 10-14; Mark Met'
Young; Feb. '10-12; Vern Swain, Feb. 13-14; zger, Feb. lI-l3, .5:30-6:30.
ValentIDP'sr-:TheSeeret
Agent, Feb. 10-14.
Tho Far Gone Feb. 15.

-'
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Ada County reports 22- positive tests

Getting the
by Erie Cawley
The University News
AIDS is no longer a mystery
disease, nor is it limited tl? largerpopulated states. It is an everexpanding epidemic, and its effects
are felt as.close as Ada County.
It is estimated that between
_500,000 and one million people
in the United State have been exposed to AIDS. Researchers with the
Center for Disease Control in Atlanta, -Ga., estimate that from 5-20 percent of that number will go on to
develop the virus.
Idaho reported no cases of AIDS
until October, 1985.At that time, the
Gem State was in a virtual dead heat
with North Dakota as being the state
with the lowest number of reported
cases. Since then, six cases have been
reported and four people have
died-one each in Bingham and Bannock counties and two in Ada County, according to Linda Poulson,
District III Health Department
epidemiologist.
"I think there's' more cases out
there that haven't been reported, bu t
they're pretty hard to hide. If there
are, we don't know about them,"
Poulson said.
Test results provide no optimism
for Idaho or Ada County. In 1986,
56 people tested positive for
carrying the AIDS virus: Ada County reported 22 and Bannock County
10.
"But a positive test doesn't
necessarily mean that person has or
will develop AIDS," Poulson
explained.
The way AIDS is acquired is often
a matter of misinformation, John
Perry of Idaho's Bureau of Preventive Medicine said. For example, one
New York Times/CBS News poll
found that nearly half of those asked thought they could catch AIDS by
sharing a glass with a known AIDS
patient.
But polls aside, researchers say,
AIDS is hard to transmit. It cannot

lntormatloncut about AI OS

be contracted in schools, parks or
playgrounds, by sneezing, kissing, living with 'an AIDS patient; touching
doorknobs, sharing food, holding
hands or sitting on cold toilet seats.
Risks of acquiring AIDS are also
considered small for people who had
SCI: with a just-reported AIDS patient
as long as five years ago or through
heterosexual contact. An estimated
74 percentof the patients, Perry said,
are bi- or homosexual, and another
17percent are intravenous drug users.
When someone is diagnosed as
having AIDS, there is no way .to
determine how long that person carried the -virus, for the incubation
period for AIDS is from six months
to five years.
The first signs of affliction might
be indicated by extreme exhaustion,
severe headaches and bouts of fever.
In some cases, presence of the fungus
Candida Albicans causes the mouth
and throat to become cakey, making
it difficult to speak or eat. Some patients fall prey to exotic microbes
common to animals, like Toxoplasma
Gondii and Cryptosporidium, which
causes diarrhea.
Inside the body, AIDS has already
started its deadly work.
If all were normal, the immune
system would operate like a wellorganized army: white blood cells
would call Helper T4 cells, which
serve as main participants in the
body's immune systems, relaying
chemical SOS signals when an invader virus is present. Once an SOS
signal is sent, other cells receive the
message and immediately produce
antibodies which attack and kill the
invading virus.
But when the AIDS virus is present in the body, the Helper T4 cell's
SOS signal is blocked, which causes
fewer and fewer antibodies to be produced. DNA from the AIDS virus
fuses with the white cell, creating
more AIDS viruses. Finally, the cell
dies, releasing more AIDS viruses to
attack other T4 cells in the body.
Testing blood for the existence of

'Connection' pushes· condoms
AUSTIN, TX (CPS)-Three
University of 'Iexas students have
started a condom-delivery service
in and around their Austin
campus.
Despite the problems another
student condom service encountered at Harvard, the UT
students said they hope to franchise their idea-called "The Protection Connection'l--to other
campuses around tiie country.
Partner Christopher Bray said
it is "the perfect student
business."
"Everyone dreams about starting their own business," Sid
Graef, another partner, said.
"Everyone wants that .feeling of
.success. ,.
"Everybody's going to be sexually active at some point, so they
may as well be protectd," Graef
said.
During most evening and early
morning hours, Protection Connection delivers direct to lovers'
rooms six to 12 condoms or contraceptive sponges for prices ranging from $5 to $20.
Bray said the idea arose when
one of the partners happened to
the lymphotropic virus type IIIT cell
is available in the Boise area at the
Central District Health Department
at 1455N. Orchard. If the test results
are positive, it is repeated.
If it again tests positive, a sample
is sent to an out-of-state lab for
another test which diagnoses the
disease in a different manner. If that
test's results are positive also, the patient is considered to have contracted
AIDS.
, New and increased fears, Poulson
said, are the rule rather than the
exception for the AIDS victim. In
reality, jobs are lost and people are
shunned because of misconceptions
about the virus and how it is

the subject, saying it would be
"inappropriate. "
"Yeah, there is a rule about
that," Zoroufy said. "We decided it wasn't worth it to risk
(disciplinary action). We were advised not to continue,'
Indiana University dorms
began selling condoms for the
first time ever this fall, but only
under the stipulation the dorms
donot promote or advertise their
availability.
Harvard's Spermbusters may
begin anew. "We have thought of
reviving it," Zoroufy said. "We
are looking at a fewdifferent ways
of making it legal. But, even legally, I'm sure the university will not
look kindly on it."
If and when the business rises
again, Zoroufy said, Spermbusters wiII keep its motto,
"Guaranteed to come before you
do."
But if Zoroufy is serious about
making Spermbusters go, he
should drop the slogan, UT's Bray
said. "How could they be taken
seriously with a slogan like that?
It's absurd. Why would we (joke)
and, sabotage our own business?"

mention the Japanesetradition of.
selling contraceptives door-todoor.· Graef got enthusiastic
enough about the idea to print
flyers and. post them aroundcampus.
Bray said the phone started
ringing within 30 minutes.
The campus Health Center
soon bestowed legitimacy on the
firm. "We pass out their information on venereal diseases and they
distribute our flyers," Thylorsaid.
"Let the (uninformed) make the
jokes. We are a serious business. "
The idea was never accepted at
Harvard last year, when six
freshmen started '$permbusters.' '.
It lasted only "several days," according to Darius Zoroufy, one of
the student backers of the Harvard -experiment.
"It was deemed to be in bad
taste unofficially by the school
administrators," Zoroufy said.
"It was something they didn't
want operating on campus."
Harvard prohibits students
from operating businesses out of
dorm rooms, a spokeswoman at
the Dean of Students' office said.
She declined further comment on

transmitted, but for the typical AIDS
patient, life's length could be counted
on the nearest calendar.
"Some people go to the hospital,"
Perry said, "where they can be
treated. But most people don't respond to rhe treatment given. And
even though they try to make it
(work), the body's immune system
doesn't function. The body just can't
handle it."
Recently, doctors have resorted to
using antibiotics and other drugs to
battle the conquering intruder, but
attempts have been futile. One experimental drug that extends the lives
of some AIDS patients is available,
but, at best, the side effects of

azidothymidine, or AZT, are con'
sidered harmful: bone marrow is suppressed, resulting in anemia and requiring more blood transfusions.
Although no serum or cure has yet
been developed, the use of condoms,
Poulson said, can decrease the risk
of infection from some sexually
transmitted diseases and may offer
some protection from acquiring the
AIDS virus.
In the interim; those afflicted with
AIDS slowly die from a host of infections, including rare cancers,
severe neurological disorders and
brain damage.
"Most die within one to three
years," Perry said.

Most cons escaping from pen non-violent
by Sheri Crook

The University News
Most who escape from the Idaho
Correctional Institution south of
Boise are minimum-custody inmates
between 20 and 30 years old, have
committed non-violent crimes, and
escaped on acts of impulse and immaturity, according to Minimum
Security Warden Larry Wright.

Wright said most of those escapees
are within one year of being released, making their reasons for escaping "tough to figure out."
Some may not be ready to face the
outside world, he said.. "They are
under little supervision here and feel
comfortable with the amount of
freedom they have."
Many inmates have a hard time"
making the adjustments necessary

JOB OPENINGS

when leaving the prison, he said:
"When they run, they're running
from personal problems."
In the last two years, Wright said,
seven minimum-custody inmates
have escaped, and six of those were
apprehended and are in custody at
this time.
"Most of them steal prison vehicles
which they have access to. Some of
them don't return from errands," he
said.
The prison is not adequately staffed, and "any escape is the result of
poor supervision,'.' Wright said.
One thing which has helped is the

2 Positions Open
for
American
Red Cross

~'ll Help. WillYou?

prison's tightening down the screening process which classifies the
security level of the inmates, Wright
said.
An average of one high-risk
prisoner a year escapes from the
penitentiary, according to Maximum
Security Warden Arvon Arave. This
average is lower than most states.
The neighboring state of Utah had
four or five such escapes last year,
Arave said.
"All of the (high-risk) escapees in
the past (in Idaho) have either been
apprehended or killed," he said.
Including alllcveis of security, 48
Idaho prisoners have escaped since
the beginning of 1984. Of those 48,
all but seven have been captured or
killed, according to Technical
Records Specialist for Idaho Correctional" Institutions Ruth Shinafelt.
Those not apprehended or killed
includes the "notorious" Claude
Dallas, Arave said ..Dallas was servinga 30-year sentence for the deaths

~:s~O·

of two Idaho fish and game officers.
Arave said that, even though the .
community closely followed the
"Dallas crime,'; Dallas was nota
high risk for escape, and was under medium security when he escaped on
Mareh 31 of last year.
Arave does not believethat the new
prison to be built in Idaho will have
an effect on escape rates, but "will
help control violence and dangerous
inmates."
"I don't think there is a prison in
the United States that can control
escape rates," he said.
The latest U.S. criminal justice
statistics show escape rates for Idaho
to be consistent with the neighboring states of Montana, Utah, Nevada,
Wyoming, and Colorado, with the recapture rates being near 95 percent
in all of-these states.
Washington and Oregon statistics
were lower, with returns of escapees
near 85 percent. The most recent
figures available are from 1982.
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Revenge, crime B.ndjustice for only B dime
by Michael

J. Knapp

the helplessness
the people felt,'
especially in the face of the industrial
revolution.
His interest in these novels was
fostered bya graduate school professor, and studies of pop culture
, while in graduate school.
Also, Jones has written a book on
the subject called The Dime Novel
Western. He said this book deals with
the development of the formula for
the traditional western in the dime
novels.
Jones said he did not really know
" the value of the collection.
He
. bought most of the novels for $2 or
$3 dollars each when he collected
them, but he says their value has increased since then. Most of the novels
were purchased from collectors, antique stores, and junk shops.
Dr. Daryl Jones' collection of dime novels is showing currently In the Hemingway Western Studies Center.
The exhibit
is open Monday
through Wednesday from II a.m, to
persecuted
citizen who has been
popular because they gave the peoBank robbers. railroad robbers,
2 p.m, and Sunday from 1 to 4 p.m.,
driven to crime because of the social
pIe of the time a way to wreak
and robbers of the rich were especialand will run until Feb. 18.
injustice he has suffered.
vengeance on the targets of the
ly liked during the time, he said,
Jones said these novels were
outlaw heroes vicariously.
because these targets caused much of

The University News
The "old Robin Hood idea" ~f
crime for agood purpose experienced a renaissance in the the "dime
novel" westerns of the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries, according to Dean of Arts and Sciences
and dime' novel collector Dr. Daryl
Jones. His collection is currently being exhibited in the Hemingway
Western Studies Center.
According to a brochure on the
dime novel written by Jones, "During their heyday more than a billion
dime novels were printed and sold, of
which nearly three-quarters
dealt
with
the frontier
and
transMississippi West."
A common theme seen in these
novels is revenge of the unjustly
treated citizen, Jones said the readers
liked stories like the Deadwood Dick
stories, novels about an outlaw in the
Black Hills, in which the hero is a

Jazz musicians pass it on at BSUfestival
by Linnea

business, its opportunities, standards
and pay scales, Winston said. "There
is a lot of value in it. Musically, you
know what the standards are and
how to achieve goals," he said.
Jazz is an American product, an
original contribution
to the music
field, allowing expression and personal gratification through creativity, Winston said.
"In music, it's something you can
carry with you for the rest of your
life," he said.
The festival atmosphere
allowed
kids to meet and form or renew
friendships,
while the competition
taught them "if you don't do well,
you try again," Winston said.
The jazz event is the biggest of the
year and it is important to get-professional,
experienced
musicians;
Winston said. "It's very expensive.
These
fellows don't
come that
cheap."
, The music department picked up
the tab for the bulk of the cost, with
help from Yamaha Music Company
and The Musicians Pro Shop; additional funds came from the sale of
tickets and T-shirts, Winston said.

Mattson

The University News
Kids from across the Northwest
converged on BSU Feb. 3 and 4 for
the annual BSU jazz festival, according to Ed Winston, BSU music professor and festival coordinator.
"There
was a wonderful
atmosphere of learning, admiration
and appreciation,"
he said.
Twenty-five high school and junior
high school jazz bands competed as
three judges recorded comments and
rated .each performance,
Winston
said.
"We asked musicians who arc experienced in the jazz field to come in
and give critiques," he said. The professional musicians, Les Hooper and
Steve Houghton, acted, as judges and
conducted clinics for students and
band directors.
"If you love music, it's just a thrill
to come and play in front of people
who are tops in the field,"Winston
said.
Though
focusing on jazz, the
festival served as a forum where
students learned about the music

He said he would like to set; support from student government and
from increased attendance,
and he

hopes to enlist the help of local
businesses and celebrities.
"Gene Harris is interested in helping to promote the event. He has a
'big local following, a good attitude
and is a marvelous player. And he
likes kids," Winston said.

Preparation for the festival is yearlong, and Winston said he would like
to see more done to advertise and
promote the event in the coming year.
"With the size of this town and
these facilities, we could bring in the
best in jazz, but it takes money, backing," Winston said.

I Think I'm In Love!
The Proposed Fee Increases InGIude;
• An 'Additional .sorsemester for the BSU Child
Care Center at the Pavilion.
• An Additional $1.00/Semester for the Outdoor
Adventures Program at the SlJ.B.
• An Additional -s.oorsemeeter for the Student
Health Services on University Dr.

The Election Will Also Include:
A Vote To Ratify The New ASBSU Constition.
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With "TeIY:' Sweetheart Pies.
I'll admit it. I'm a romantic at heart. So
when Hasted 'TCBY" Sweetheart Pies, I fell
for 'em.
lIi'esistible heart-shaped
pies, filled with strawberry
or French Vanilla TCBY
frozen yogurt. Low in
calories, 'and 96 % fat-free.
Topped with naturally-sweet,
fresh strawberries,
"TCBY" Sweetheart Pies, True love
has no bounds. .

Take It From Me .;
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All Of The Pleasure. Ncne Of The Guilt..,
7103 Overland Road
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Dancers maygetscholalships

Sport Schedule

by Eric Cawley
The University News

Men's' Basketball
Starting with the 1987-88 school
year, those in the Mane Line Dancers
group Will have the opportunity to.
recieveup
to a $500 academic
scholarship,
according
to Julie
Stevens, the group's adviser.
The scholarships- although not
enough to pay full tuition, may be used toward the purchase of books or
whatever is desired. Presently, each
Mane Line Dancer receives a stipend
of $50 for fall semester and $75 for
spring semester good for academic
expenses,
'
"Most of the girls don't get any
recognition at all except for the sake
of performing. This way, they'll be
getting a little bit more," Stevens
said.
'
Rachel Piva was a member of her
high school drill team for four years
and graduated from Meridian High
School in 1985. The 19-year-old art
major and Mane Line Dancer agreed
with Stevens that the scholarships
will be a definite asset for her group.
"Oh yes, I think they'll really help
, out when it's recruiting time this
spring," she said.
The Mane Line Dancers, founded
in 1983, have been funded "by the
athletic department budget, then
directly from the President's budget.
During that time, the dancers have
experienced no budget increases.
"The money we were given was just
to get us and the program 'off the
ground and going," Stevens said.
The scholarships are part of a
$250,000 gift offered by Stein
Distributing of Boise toward the funding of the dancers, a flag corps and
a marching band. Who will receive
scholarships and the amount of the.
check is expected to be decided after

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Eastern Washington

University.
at u of I
University of Montana
. Montana State University
at University of Nevada-Reno
at Northern Arizona University

II
14
19
21
26
28

Women's Basketball
.Feb,
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

at U of I
at University of Montana
at Montana State University
Eastern Washington University
Portland State University

14
20
21
27
28

Men's Track and Field
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May

14
Statesman Indoor Classic
28
Big Sky Indoor Championships at Pocatello
7
NCAA Indoor Championships at Oklahoma City
14
All Comers Open
21 Fresno State University & Oregon State University at Fresno
28
Fresno State University & University of Oregon at Fresno
3, 4
'
All Idaho Co~legi~te
II
University of Montana & Eastern Washington University
17, 18
Bob Gibb Invitational
2
Washington State University at Pullman

Women's Track and Field

John Sowell I Un/rers'"

News.

All together now:

Tawnl Landon, of the Mane Line
Dancers steps in sync with the music.

spring tryouts in April and May,
Stevens said. Experience and keeping
a respectable grade point average, not

financial need, Will be some of the'
criteria used in the scholarship
disbursement.
'

Feb. 13
Statesman Classic
Feb. 14
Vandal Invitational at Moscow
Feb. 21
Simplot Games at Pocatello
Mar .. 7
Intermountain Championships at Pocatello
Mar. 14
NCAA Indoor Championships at Oklahoma City
Mar. 21 Fresno State University & Oregon State University at Fresno
Mar. 28 .
Stanford Invitational at Palo Alto
Apr. 4, 5
AIl Idaho Championships
Apr. 11
ISU & Weber State CoIlege at Pocatello

Men's and Women's track place third at ISU
by Christopher Wallon
The University News
The Bronco men's and women's
track and field teams each placed
third Feb. 7 at the Mountain States
Indoor
Games held at ISU's
Minidome. '
The men's squad placed five competitors in the winners' circle, including Troy Kemp in the high jump,
.ltai Illouz in the 300-meter run, Steve
Muse in the shot put, Bill Brown in
the 55-meter' hurdles and Wendell
Lawrence in the triple jump.
Lawrence's jump, at 54-2, qualified
him for the second time for the
.NCAA Indoor Championships, held
in Oklahoma City March 7.
'In the pentathlon, Danny Sheets
placed fourth with 3,473 points. The
event was won by Scott Daniels, competing unattached, with 3,705 points.
ISU took first place in the distance
medley relay in 10:07.1, followed by
Montana State University in 10:10.5
and Ricks College in 10:15.6.
Steve Simpson of MSU won the
5,OOO-meter run in 14:40.38, followed by Tracy Fifield of Weber State,

o

CoIlege in 14:41.96.
.BSU's team placed fourth in the
1,600-meter relay in 3:19.06. The
event was won by Brigham Young
University in 3:13.22, foIlowed by
,ISU in 3:14.03 and WSC in 3:18.89.
BSU's George Batts placed fourth
in the 500-meter run behind Devoe
Whaley of BYU, Gerald Bean of
WSC and Kurt FeIler of BYU.
Whaley's'winning time was 1:02.59,
while Batts finished in 1:04.6.
Muse placed fifth in the 55-meter
dash in 6.61 seconds. The dash was
won by Butch Caston of ISU in 6.42,
followed by Jim Waite of BYU in
6.49, Jody Marshall of WSC in 6.51
and Ken Rainge of CSI in 6.54.
Dan Stephens placed. sixth in the
I,OOO-meter run in 2:26.85. Jeff
Jaynes of ISU placed first in 2:23.16,
followed by Greg Hyde of WSC in
2:24.45, Dave Cook of ISU in
2:25.32, Frank Horn of the University of Montana in 2:25.5 and Kent
. Barton of BYU in 2:25.86.
Along with Illouz's victory in the
300-meter fun, BSU's Byron Canty
placed fourth in 34.85 .. Darin Jernigan of ISU was second in 34.62 and
Brad Stocking of ISU placed third in

Imported Hard Candies
o

Jelly Bellys
•

Gummies
•

Truffles

10% Off Purchase
With BSUStudent/Faculty

J.D.

Offer good till 2/28187
. (20~) 34H854

'oj

105 N. 9th street

34.83.
Rod Shirley of BYU won the
3,OOO-meterrun in 8:19.8, followed by
teammate Dave Chipman in 8:19.98.
Danny Holmes of BSU placed second in the 1,500-meter run in 3:49.61
behind Shane Bilodeau of Ricks in
3:48.89. Frank HornofU ofM placed third in 3:52.73.
Behind Muse in the shot put was
'Ied Lindsley of BSU With a throw of
51-5 Vz. Muse's winning shot was
58-1014. Erie Eppler of U of M placed third with a 49-3 Y2, followed by
Heikki Hollmen of Ricks at 47-8 and
Matt Mitchell of MSU at 46-1 Y2.
Lawrence placed third in the long
jump at 23-314, while Kemp placed
fifth at 22-10. The event was won by
Waite of BYU at 24-3, foIlowed by
Mike Ehlers of U of M at 23-4%.
Overall inthe men's competition,
BYU placed' first with 125 points,
followed by ISU with 112, BSU with
97, WSC with 57, U of M with 32,
MSU with 26, Ricks with 22, CSI
with 9, the Portland Track Club with
six, the University of Utah with five,
Utah State University with two. and
Southern Utah State College, NNe
and the Boise Track Club with one

.Hours settor

each.
In the women's competition, BSU
placed second in three events. Macie ,
Miller took second place in the long
jump behind Yvette Bates of the
University of Southern California.
Miller's jump was 18-7Vz, while Bates
finished with it 20-014.
Nancy Kuiper placed second in the
shot put competition with a toss of
46-0%. The event was won by Linda
Burt of BYU at 46-4.
BSU's relay squad placed second
in the 1,600-meter relay in 3:48.23
behind USU in 3:47.41.
DorneIl Butler placed fourth in the
pentathlon with 3,298 points, while
Marlene Hadfield, also of BSU placed 12th with 2,675. The competition
was won by Maren Batch of U of U
with 3,468.
BSU's Valerie Vail placed fourth in
the 5,000-meter run in 18:14.71.
Rebella Chamberlain of BYU won in
17:41.07, followed by Nicole Keller of
BYU in 17:50.5 and Mary Graham of
BYU in 18:09.36.
BSU's 3,200-meter relay squad
placed eighth in 9:34.92. BYU won '
the event in 8:52.32.
Sabrina Johnson of BSU placed·

facilities

days, Wednesdays and Fridays from
The P.E. department has set hours
for students and faculty to use the 5:30-8 p.m. and on Saturdays and
swimming pool, weight room and Sundays from 2-5 p.m.
The racquetball courts, located in
racquetball courts this semester;
The swimming pool will have open, the Pavilion, will have open play at
the following times: Weekdays from
swimming at the following times:
Monday
through
Friday from' 6:30-7:30 a.m., 1I:30 a.m.-1:30 p.rn,
6:30-7:30 a.m., from 11:40 a.m.-1:30 and 5:40-7:40 p.m, The courts will be
, p.m. and from 4:30-7 p.m. Swimmers
open on Saturdays and Sundays from
1-3 p.m,
carr take a dip on Saturdays and-Sundays from 2-5 p.m.
'
Reservations for the courts can be
The weight .room in the P.E. An- made for other times by calling
385-1131.
nex will be open for students and
faculty at the following times: On
A BSU student or faculty card is
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 11:40 required to use these facilities .
a.~.-1:30 p.m., 4:30-8 p.m.; on Mon-

third in the 500-meter fun in 1:15.91,
while Dornell Butler placed fifth in
1:16.64. Stephanie Packham won in
1:12.17, followed by Patricia Otiede
of USU in 1:15.88.
Laurie Peters of BSU finished
seventh in the 1,500-meter run in
5:06.54. The event was w.on by Christi
Feigenbutz of ISU in 4:55.84.
BSU freshman Donna Swindell
placed sixth in the 55-meter dash.
Lola Ogunde won the event with a
Minidome record of 6.95 competing
for USu. Swindell's time was 7.39.
BSU's thristine Olen placed sixth
in the I,OOO-yardrun in 2:44.25. Marty Billingsley of the University of
California
Track Club won in
2:36.34.
Carmel Major finished fourth in
die 300-meter run in 40.2 seconds.
Ogunde placed first in 37.99. Miller.
placed fourth in the triple jump at
37-3, while Yvette Bates won at
42-6Vz.
Overall, BYU fmished first with
159 points, followed by USU with 64, .
BSU with 51, U of M with 42, ISU
with 29 and MSU with 27.

.Health
ethics
discussed

A discussion dealing with
ethical dilemmas in health care
will be held March 4 at noon in
the Nez Perce room of the SUB.
The subject of the discussion
Will, be, "Taxpayer
choiceswhere to 'spend your tax dollars."
The discussion will feature
Opal Reinbold of Saint Alphensus Regionai MedicalCenter,
The series of brown bag lunches is sponsored by the Idaho
Health Systems.
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tady Broncos drop 18U,71-69, lace U olM
,

"

by Christopher

Walton

'

The University News
The Bronco women's basketball
squad holds an overall 9·13 record
following a home split with ISU and
Weber State College.
The Broncos defeated ISU 71-69
Feb. 7 in the Pavilion, as center Ann
Jensvold scored 20 points.
The Broncos held a 33-29 lead at
half time. However, ISU came back
, in the second half until six minutes
remained. At this point, the ISU head
coach picked up a technical foul,
allowing the Broncos to regain their
first-half momentum and they came
back to win.
Jensvold, a six-foot freshman from
Ellensburg, Wash., also pulled down
five rebounds, delivered four assists
and blocked three shots,
Forward Diane Doster was second
on the team with 14 points, followed
by guard Missy Dallas with 13.
Doster also equaled Jensvold's rebound total of five.
''When Ann, Diane and Missy play
well together,our
team does a good
job on the floor, and they played well
tonight," Bronco Head Coach Thny
Oddosaid.
WSC handed the Bronco women
a 64-51 loss Feb. 5 despite Dallas's
IS-point effort." Doster added 12
points in the effort, while guard Cindy Dodson
had eight.
Robin
Blankenheim
led BSU with five
rebounds.
The Broncos are 2-6 in Mountain
West Athletic Conference play so far
this season •.
The team takes on the Vandals at
U of I next week, and continue on
the road against the University of
, Montana and Montana State University the following week.
John

Up,

up:

:;owell I Un/wlllSllr

News

.-

-'"

John Sowell I Unfwersllv News

And away:

Robin' BIllnkenbeim shoots as ISU's
Allison Verona watch 'IS from the Door.

Karen Weitz goes up unchallenged for an
easy lay-up In Conference play last week.

Broncos fie U of M for second in conference
transferred from San Jose Communiby Christopher
Walton
ty College, holds a 16.6 scoring
The University News
average and had 13 points and 11 rebounds against ISO.
The BSU Broncos moved into a tie
The Bengals' loss dropped them to
for second place in the Big Sky Con10-12 overall with a 3-6 league tally.
ference with the University of MonAlthough ISU had trailed for 13
tana Feb. 6 by defeating ISU 55-50
minutes in the second half after BSU
in Pocatello.
scored the first basket, the Bengals
Also adding to the Broncos' 6-3
held a 45-44 lead with 5:50 remainconference record was a 76-56 defeat
ing in the game. They then turned the
of Weber State College Feb. 5, also
ball over twice, after which Childs hit
on the road.
two free throws to make it 46-45 with
Sophomore guard Chris Childs led
4:25 left.
the vro.y against the Bengals with 19
ISU then regained the lead on a
points. Childs also had six rebounds.
long jump shot by forward Donn
In front of 4,287' fans at the
Holston, who led the Bengals with 18,
Pocatello Minidome,
the Broncos
points. On the next trip down the
completed their first road sweep in
floor, Holston was fouled, but he
head_coach
Bobby Dye's four-year
missed the first shot of a one-andtenure at BSo.
one opportunity.
The victory was also only the seBSU took the ball and scored on
cond the Broncos have brought home
a jump shot by senior forward Eric
from the Minidome
in' 20 years.
Hayes.
'
"This tells us how much wr!ve imThe Broncos pressured ISU on
proved and that wr!re starting to peak
defense after that shot, and Bronco
where we should peak,' according to
Jeff Foster stole the ball, but lost it
Arnell Jones, the Broncos' leading
out of bounds. .
scorer for the season.
On ISU's in-bounds pass, Childs
Jones, ,a 6-6 junior forward who

again stole the ball and passed to
Hayes, who was fouled and made
two free throws for a 50-47 BSU lead.
With 47 seconds ieft in the game,
Hayes was fouled again and made
another free throw. Childs then made
two more, leaving the score at 53-47
with 30 seconds to go.
ISU guard Troy Miles showed that
the -Bengals were not giving up,
however, hitting. a leaning threepointer with 24 seconds to play.
That was all 'they could muster,
however. After Doug Usitalo, the
Broncos' starting point guard, missed a free throw, ISU's Gordon Bean
missed a three-point attempt. .:
Childs ended the scoring with two
free throws with nine seconds left.
Jones
followed
Childs'
teamleading 19 points with 13, followed
by Jeff Kelley with 10 and Hayes with,
seven. Jones led with 11 rebounds,
while Childs added six.
BSU defeated WSC before a crowd
of 7,226 in Ogden, Utah, Feb.5. "I
think we showed we've got what it
takes to go on the road and beat
somebody bad," Kelley said.

The Broncos dealt the Wildcats a
WSC's worst loss
ever on its home court. For the first
six minutes of the ballgarne, the
teams played evenly. The score was
tied at 9-9 for that time.
Foster then entered the game and
scored nine points before halftime.
The Broncos led 29-12 with five
minutes remaining in the half. BSV
never led by less than 13 points the
rest of the way. The biggest lead came
with 7:45 to go when the Broncos led

76-56 thrashing,

63-37.

be Feb. 19 against the University of
Montana and Feb. 21 against Man'
tana State University. Both games
will be played in the Pavilion.

'

Kelley scored 18 points to lead the
BSU effort, followed by Childs with
16. Foster and Jones each added nine,
while Hayes, Usitalo and Greg Dodd
each had eight.
Usitalo stole the ball six times during the game, bringing his season
steal total to 75 and breaking the
school record of 72 set by Rawn
Hayes in 1982-83.
The Broncos will host Eastern
Washington University Feb. 11 at 7:30
p.rn, in the Pavilion, then hit the road
to meet the U of I Feb. 14.
Tho key games for the Broncos will
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by Berke Breathed
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THE LAST •LAUGH

Lyon pops your balloon
by Steve F. LYon

The University News
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Do you take no for an answer? Do you have footprints on your head from- .
people walking on you? If so, and you're content with your measlyexistence,
then crawl back into the sea, you. spineless jellyfish. If not, there is hope
for the wimpy, but you have to want change.
Be real; do you think. for one second' that you are going anywhere in this
cutthroat, dog-eat-dog world, with a timid, "well, maybe" arse-in-your pockets
kind of attitude? Pop goes your balloon.
Look at the movers and shakers in this society, the people who make things
happen~kind of assertive individuals, aren't they? You probably won't see
them power-lunching down at Peter Schott's wearing a pair of Birkenstock
sandals and a turtleneck.
Real people in real postions of power out-there in the real world, whether
it be academic, literary, financial or government, all have one thing in common: a bigger brain dian you. Oh heck, I'm sorry; just kidding; I'm starting
to sound like Chiefof Staff Don "Mr. Sandpaper" Regan, possibly the most
abrasive personality to posture his pointed pinhead on the tube,
Hell folks, there's a lot of dead wood around for us soon-to-be-collegegraduates to stomp on. Civil service workers, long-lost uncles, and people
who gracefully age into that awkward period of life when they come to be
known as "fuddy duddy" or "old fogey," when men wear gold- or babyblue colored jumpsuits, or, Godforbid, "maintenence man clothes," (green
. pants and green shirt to go with their green teeth) and drive Winnebagos
aimlessly all over hell are just waiting to be down-trodden;
The sad thing is that some people don't realize this; you gotta point it
out. If you see somebody on the street who hasn't realized, be a good'
Samaritan and tell them as politely as possible,
Back to the subject at hand: Don't be afraid to push people around to
get what you Want. Do you think the whole work! is going to love you? Fat
chance, Figure out what you want, go full-speed ahead, and let nothing stand
.in your way.
Why, I remember Vice President George Bush, a confirmed Eastern-richguy wimp himself, putting it quite eloquently after debating Geraldine Ferraro last election. He said, "I just wanted to kick a little ass"
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1 Suitable
4 Distance
measure: abbr.
6 Less Cooked
11 Seaman
13 Avoided
15 Indian mulberry
16 Stirred to action
18 Hebrew leller
19 Ancient Roman
weight
21 Otherwise
22 Part of fireplace
- 24 The sweet sop
26 Grant use of
28 Single
29 Repasts
31 Blunt end
33 Teutonic deity
34 Partner
36 Wifdplum
38 Sun god
40 Sweet potatoes
42 Paramour
45 Pallor
47 Ivy League
university
49 Be borne
50 Entreaty
52 Tille
54 Chinese
- distance
measure
55 That Is: abbr.
56 Post
59 Exist
61 Autocrat

63 Gossip
65 Adhesive
substance
66 Symbol for tin
67 Above: poetic
DOWN
1
2
3
4
5

King of Judah.
Roo! of mouth
Agave plant
Golf cry
Fish from
moving boat
. 6 Feels
Indignant at
7 Hail!
8 Small lumps
9 Revised: abbr ..
10 Grumble
12 Note of scale
14 Hinder
17 Employs
20 Juncture
23 River lnltaly ,
24 Forenoon
25 Kill

ANSWER
TO
LAST
WEEK'S

United Feature Syndicate

27 Uninteresting
30 Remain
32 Peasant
35 Issue Forth
37 Bad
38 Swift
39 Slumbering·
41 Narrow, fiat
board
43 Esculent
44 Concerning
46 That man
48 Sends forth
51 Snakes
53 Pertaining to
the dawn
57 Small child
58 Symbol tor
·nlton
60 Without end:
poetic
62 A conllnent:
abbr.
64 As far as
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Billy Bragg _
- China Crisis
Dan Dixon
Echo & the Bunnymen
Fine Young Cannibals
,Gene Loves Jezebel
Housemartins
Ideola
. Jet Black Factory
K.T.P.
Love Tractor
Mighty Lemon Drops
New Order
Oingo Boingo
.Psychadelic Furs
Question 16
Rainmakers
Stranglers
Three O'clock
Ups and Downs
Vigil

Wednesday Week
XTC
Young Fresh Fellows
Zerra One

.Alernative Music'
Monday' through
Friday
6 to 9 p.m. With
Jim McColly and
Mike Babcock . Now they -are really

in 'the groove again ...
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. "Yes." 1love you";';l
"oveyou+lIQveyoulll

.,

Tracy
Here It is! Happy Valentine's
.Day! From the gang at Buster's.

'.'

. Surprlstlll'~niadea
.
special: Cff()rt,Jolet:.·
.
yoU kDowwbata
.".
sweetbeartyoil
"Yo'uhaveacquired
alL"
excellent· qualities for .
a sweetheart..Uappy
Va'entine's Day •
Aspecinl friend Lance

ThIs Valelitlne's Day Is
going t() be. my hllP·

piest .everl : Tbanks ,to
. you ••• ; Happy Valen·
.tine's Dtiy, ~weeUe.:
-.LOve, KiDlber

....•.••••....•.

. '.il'or·:speCJ"'.laf~Y··
.··.on~Valelitine's.Day..

Dear TbDY"

are;

.'

Todd Cromwell,
Happy Valentine's Day from
"That Girl" In your class who
would like to get to know you
well.

TWO·YEAR·OLD
African Parrot.
New cage - and access. Must sell.
336-4671 eve.
.
XT TURBO...,..$795.
Computer
Specialties,
2428 Overland
Rd.,
Boise, Id. 385-0815.

EARN
$480 WEEKLY-$60
per
hundred
envelopes
stuffed.
Guaranteed.
Homeworkers
needed
for company
project
stuffing
envelopes and assembling materials.
Send
self
addressed
stamped
envelope to JBK Mail Company, P.O.
Box 25-33, Castaic, Calif., 91310.

Attention

MEDICAL
AND VETERINARY
schools: Mexico and Philippines.
pb.D. to M.D.' program.
Schools
comply with new regulations. English
programs, loans, live in the US.A.
Proven Student Service, Box #406,
Inwood Station, N.Y., N.Y. 10034.
(212) 601-1888.

FOR: RENT
1 BEDROOM,
newer, near BSU
$245. Call 384-9393, 344-5677 APM.

IMPORTED FROM AFRICA, 18k
gold necklace 20 inch, $6.00; 24 inche, $8.00. Send self addressed
stamped envelope and US. currency
or money order to Jayce A. Grune,
1608 N. 32nd #4, Superior, WiS:
54880. Tho to three weeks for
delivery.

FEDERAL,
STATE AND CIVIL
Service jobs. Now available in your
area. For info. call (805) 644-9533
Dept. 132.

Dear Bro's and Sis's
Friends are friends forever, if
the Lord is the Lord of them.
Love youl

Dad,
.Happy V-Day to my favorite
guy in I.F. I love you and ap-',
preciate everything.
.
Dee

MISCELLANEOUS

FOR SALE

GOVERNMENT
JOBS. $16,040$59,230/yr. Now hiring. Call (805)
687-6000, Ext. R-7849 for current
federal list.

il"

Day to a

P.

$10-$500 WEEKLY/UP mailing circulars! Rush self addressed stamped
envelope: A-I 11020 Ventura, Suite
268, Dept. E5, Studio. City, caur.,
91604,
.

EXCITING
BOSTON-Sports,
nightlife, theater, entertainment! Live
for one year in the Boston area with
a carefully screened family as a livein nanny. Good salary, vacation.
Nanny Network. Call (617) 794-2035
or write .One on One, 10 Berkeley
Lane, Andover, Mass. 01810.
AIRLINES
NOW HIRING. Flight
attendants,
agents,
mechanics,
customer service. Salaries to $50k.
Entry level positions.
Call (805)
687-6000, Ext. A-7849 for current
listings.

Gretchen
Happy Valentine's
totally hot babe.

Day a
Anon.

HELP WANTED

,j...,

W.:

Melinda,
You give Velcntine's
bad name.

Rob,
You will be well worth the
waiting because I love you.
Shaun

ARRESTED, INJURED, SUED. For
reasonable
attorney's
fees. Call
344-1066 or 465-0803. Full service
law office.

MlEN[)6()fLA~§
1!:='. IfL ()WlE!l?§

LOVERS, Last chance to order a
heart-shaped carrot cake for your
Valentine. Call 342-6358.

4846 Emerald St.

342-5546

Students!'

Apply Now for the Position of

'SPECIALS'
DANCING
Mon-Sat 9 pm till closlnq

Senator 'at large

* 4 Liquor Drinks '$2.50

represent BSU in the Student Senate

Mon·Sat 7:30·Closing
MONDAY···Fashlon

For more information call 385-1440 or Pick up an application at
the ASBSU offices, 2nd floor of the.SUB. .

Application

Show 7:30-8:30

VALUE SPECIAL
1/2 Litre Well Drinks
3f4 Litre FuFu Drinks
'1 Litre Mexican Blended
Specialty Drink

deadline Feb. 16

$4.50
$6.25
$6.50

$3.00
$4.75
$5.25

2 for 1 appetizers
Specials from 7:30 till closing
TUESDAY"'V2Price
on all
.
MEXICAN BLENDED SPECIALTY DRINKS
ALL DAY & ALL NIGHT(Dining room Included)

The Newspaper Advisory Board is accepting applications for

-

the 1987-88 Editorship of

.

WEDNESDAY"'Ladies
night (Senioritaville)'
Draft Beer and House Wine $1.00ea
Well Drinks
$1.50ea ,
FuFuOrinks & Mexican
$1:95ea
Blended Specialty Drihk 170z.

.~·UNIV~RSITV 'NEWS

*J;)rink Specials For the*
Senoras Every Hour

Qualifications include:

THURSDAY
NIGHT
IS BSU
CHECK'US
OUT!

• At least two semesters' experience in
newspaper publication or ·equivalent.
• GPA of 2.5 or higher.
.

FRIDAY

&.SATURDAY

*THESE
*WE

Contact Dan Morris, adviser, 385-1906, or Edith Decker, current editor; 345-8204.
for further information.
.
-

SPECIALS
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RUN

EVERY

TAKE REQUESTS
FOR
DANCING
PLEASURE

1455 . S. Capitol

.

NIGHT

Drink Specials Every Hour
4 Liauor Drinks for $2.50

Application Deadline Feb. 13, 1987

.

NIGHT

Blvd.

(Across

-

WEEK

YOUR

from
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